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PREFATORY NOTE. 

The maps of the areas described in this Report were made under the supervlSlon of Professor 
Gregory by a number of senior students attending his classes in Geology at the Melbourne University, 
together with the writers of this Report. The field work was completed during the loi;i.g vacations of 1902-3 
and 1903-4. 

The mapping was based on the parish plans, scale 2 inches to 1 mile, issued by the Lands Department. 
These were divided up into areas of about 4 square miles., with easily-found boundaries, such as fenced 
roads or water-courses or lake shores, and the geology of each of these areas was mapped in by a party 
of two men, who worked independently of those in the adjoining areas. The maps when completed were 
handed to the heads of the surveying party, and checked by comparing the boundaries with those of adjoining 
areas. Numerous specimens were collected, and typical examples chosen for petrographical examination 
and analysis. 

Certain difficulties occurred in tracing the boundaries of formations in parts of the area which was 
dealt with, the ground often being quite flat and featureless and the rocks hidden with soil and buckshot 
gravel and a thick growth of grass. Many wells have been sunk, but at the time most of them were 
inaccessible. Records had been kept in some instances, but the terms used were so vague as to render them 
useless for geological work, the harder strata, for instance, often being called " rock " with no other 
description. 

The report was originally prepared shortly after the completion of the survey, but publication was 
deferred owing to changes in the staff of the Geological Survey Branch, and to allow more pressing 
publications to be issued. In the meantime subsequent visits to the district and the examination of fresh 
sections exposed in road cuttings, &c., and comparison with other districts, such as Tower Hill, Koroit, 
have led to the extension and recasting of the whole Report. 

On behalf of all the members of the field party, we desire to thank the many gentlemen in the district 
who assisted us by their kindness in allowing free access to their properties, and in supplying much valuable 
information as well as facilities for camping. We have also to thank Mr. Coakley, Chief Draughtsman 
to the branch and his staff for their care in accurately producing the quarter-sheet maps from the parish 
maps supplied to them. Professor Skeats and Mr. Stanley Hunter assisted us with friendly criticism, and 
to the former we are indebted for some of the views illustrating the occurrence of the Hampden tuffs. 
Mr. F. Chapman, A.L.S., palreontologist to the National Museum, has kindly revised the list of fossils and 
identified the foraminifera. 

The rema;ning photographs of views and rock sections were taken by Mr. H. J. Grayson. 



THE CAJIP E UDO \V~ AXD l\IOU NT ELEPHANT DISTRICTS. 

POSITIO:N" AND RELATIO:N" TO THE SURROUNDING COUNTRY. 

The area described in, this Report and geologically coloured in quarter-sheet maps Nos. 
8 N.E. and 17 S.E., new series, is situated almost in the centre of the great volcanic plains of 
Western Victoria. These plains stretch from near the Glenelcr River on the west to Port Phillip on the 

. 0 

east, a distance of 160 miles, and are continued in a north-easterly direction for another 60 miles into the 
Melbourne Basin. The southern boundary of the volcanic series between the Glenelg River and Warrnam
bool lies near the coast from which it is separated by sand dunes and Cainozoic sedimentary rocks, and 
then continu.es easterly in a fairly straight line as far as the Barwon River. To the south of this portion 
extends a large area of late Cain<>zoic sands covered with heaths and forests, and the Cape Otway Ranges 
:Which consist of felsyathic sancl;tones of Jurassic age. The northern boundary is more irregular. From 
its western extreme, near the Glenelg River, it first runs in a northerly direction till it almost reaches the 
southern end of the Yictoi·ia Range; it then trends south-eastwards past the Serra Range and the high
level Palreozoic rocks in the neighbourhood of }fount Stavely, where it again sweeps uqrthwards as far as 
Ararat. From this point it skirts the highlands and. extends as an irregular line as far as Maude, on the 
Moorabool River. Between Trawalla and Chepstowe a large branch passes northwards past Ballarat 
into the Locldon Valley. This branch rests on the ancient rocks of the plateau, and its general level is some 
GOO feet above the Western District plains. The difference of level is an original feature, and has not 
resulted from earth movements since the basalts were erupted. This is proved by the distribution of the 
marine Cainozoic beds, which were deposited prior to the extrusion of the basalt. The main volcanic plain 
is at its widest from Ararat southwards, where it measures 75 miles across, and its area is about 9,000 square 
miles. The rocks are all basaltic and occur either as lava flows or in a fragmental condition. It is the 
third largest plain of its kind in the. world, and is exceeded in size only by the Snake River plains in the 
United States and the Deccan Plateau in India. 

SURFACE CONFIGURATION. 

The plains show little signs of denudation and are almost level, but they have a slight dip towards 
the south, a clip sufficient to determine the direction of the Hopkins River and the Mount Emu Creek, which 
t raverse them. The fall between Darlin!5ton and Te.rang, a distance of 18 miles, is 86 feet. Numerous 
steep scoria cones risin~ 400 or 500 feet above the plains are striking features in an otherwise fl.at landscape. 
The whole region is like a broad smooth ocean turned to stone : the scoria cones are scattered islets, and 
the edge of the distant plateau an indented coast. 

The following list of heights above sea-level .of vanous scattered places indicates how fl.at the 
surface is :-

W eerite Railwav Station 
Camperdown Railway Station 
Boorcan Railway Station 
Te.rang Railway Station 

476 feet. 
541 " 
479 " 
43± " 

Bed of Lake Colongulac 
Darlington 
Hexham .. 

432 feet. 
503 " 
432 " 

Before going into details, a short general description of the area mapped as seen from the top 
of Mount Noorat will be attempted. }fount Noorat, which rises about 500 feet above the plains, is an 
isolated hill about 4 miles north of Te.rang. From the top almost the whole Western District is in sight. 
Its northern and western boundary can be traced by the distant hills on the horizon, and its southern 
limit is marked by the Otway Ranges and the forest country which separates it from the sea. The boundless 
plains are thinly timbered and dotted over with homesteads and long lines of plantations. 

To the east, about 12 miles away, Bullenmerri forms a broad dome with gently-sloping sides, on 
which the town of Camperdown is partly built. Within this dome are Lakes Bullenmerri and Gnotuk, 
though they cannot be seen from this point of view. The shape detracts from the apparent height, for it 
is loftier than several of the more striking hills. The steep symmetrical cone of Mount Leura, the highest 
peak in the neighbourhood, is almost hidden behind it. To the south-west a low platform connects this 
dome with Ewan's Hill, which lies near the southern boundary of the map, about half-way between Camper
clown and Te.rang, and is formed of a scoria h'lap whose steep sidas merge into a long gentle slope, indicating 
an extensive lava flow. Behind it, some ±!> miles away, are the Otway Ranges, which are very different 
in origin and character, having been sculptmed by denudation from a thick mass of Jura,ssic sandstones 
and mudstones. Between them and the volcanic plains is the forest country, consisting of Cainozoic sands 
and clays. Mount Te.rang is low and inconspicuous, and the lake is only just visible. Between it and 
Ewan's Hill there is a hill resembling Bull,nmerri, but it lies outside the area mapped. Lake Keilambet.e 
is the next feature which catches the eye. It is an almost circular sheet of blue water about a mile in 
diameter, and sµrrounded by a low rim "'.h03e gentle outer slope can scarcely be seen from this elevation, 
though its st eep inner escarpment is plain enough. Beyond it lies }fount Garvoe, and, as the horizon is 
followed westwards , two other distant volcanic p:>aks-}Iounts Napier and Rouse-are seen, and then Mount 
Sturcreon, a sandstone peak at the southern end of the Serra Range. These three peaks are all between 
40 a~d 50 miles away. Twelve miles to the north-west, Mount Shadwell, a large composite volcano, rises 
to a height of 962 feet, and is a very conspicuous landmark. Far beyond it the serrated outline of the 
Grampians, which are formed from ancient sandstones, runs north and then east, to Mount William. The 
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horizon then remains unbroken a far as the hills about Mount Ararat. Almost due north and about 20 miles 
distant is Mount Fyans, a low volcanic hill with gently sloping sides and its top covered with plantations. 
Just to the west of it another distant cone is visible, and beyond this again the granitic and sedimentary 
Ordovician rocks in the neighbourhood of Beaufort. Still tracing the horizon eastwards, the surface about 
20 miles away is seen to swell gently upwards high enough to blot out the more distant mountains. This 
difference in level marks the position of some granitic rocks (mostly covered with basalt) which occur near 
Derrinallum. The next prominent hill is Mount Elephant, one of the highe t and most conspicuous of all 
the extinct volcanoes in the Western District. It was named from its fancied re emblance to a kneeling 
elephant when viewed from the south. It is. very steep-sided and symmetrical, and consists of a single 
large crater, whose northern wall has been breached by a lava fl.ow. Mounts Koang and Kurtweeton (Cloven 
Hills) have the same general characteristics and the lava fl.ow from the former is di tinctly visible. Behind 
them and Mount Elephant, the distant scarp of the Ballarat Plateau looks like a mountain range, and 
Mount Warrenheip, a volcanic hill near Ballarat, 70 miles away, rises above it. l\1ount Meningoort is not 
so con picuous as the Cloven Hills, although it is nearer. Beyond it and more to the ea tis Lake Bookaar, 
and still farther eastwards again is Lake Colongulac. Beyond the lakes are Mounts lUyrtoon, Wiridgill, 
and the Warrions, all scoria heaps piled up on basalt platforms rapresenting the lava streams which were 
erupted before the cones were formed. This completes the view obtained by lowly turning to the right 
till a complete turn is made. No river is seen for the )fount Emu Creek flows in a rather narrow trench 
or gorge, which it has cut to a depth of 30 or 40 feet below the general level of the plains. 

GEOLOGICAL FORMATIONS. 

The oldest group of rocks found in the area will first be described. These rocks are formed of 
sediments and the remains of marine organisms that collected on the floor of the sea which once occupied 
the whole district. They are almo t completely covered by the later volcanic serie , which has been sub
divided in this Report for convenience of de cription, though no attempt has been made to arrange the groups 
strictly according to their relative age. It is very probable that the different types of volcanic phenomen'.1 
which differentiated the various groups of rocks did not occur at the same time in all parts of the area, and 
that the sequence of events at the various centres of eruption was not always exactly the same. 

l\lA.RINE CAL\'OZOIC CLAYS AND MARLS. 

The oldest rocks in the areas included in Quarter-sheets Nos. 8 N.E. and 17 S.E., new series, are 
marine Cainozoic clays and marls, which contain numerou fossils. These beds are exposed only at Lakes 
Bullenmerri and Keilambete, but fragments were also found amongst the material brought up from several 
bores scattered over the district. The colour is generally yellowish, and no marked stratification wa 
observed in the exposed sections. The fossils have long been known, and the following i the list of 
identifications recorded by Messrs. Dennant and Kitson in their list* (the nomenclature has been corrected 
by Mr. Frederick Chapman, A.L.S.) :-

Gasteropoda-

Semiactwon microplocus, Cossmann. 
Ringicula lactea, Johnston. 
Teribra simplex, T. Woods. 

MOLLUSCA. 

T. additoides, T. Woods. (Prob. a syn. of S. 
Johnston i.) 

Ganus cuspidatus, Tate. 
0. heterospira, Tate. 
0. extenuatus, Tate. 
Bathytoma paracantha, T. Woods sp. 
Pleurotoma murndaliana, T. Woods. 
P. septemlirata, Harris. 
Asthenotoma consutilis, T. Woods. 
Drillia integra, T. Woods. 
Daphnobela gracillima, T. Woods. 
Olathurella bidens, T. Woods. 
Oancellaria varicif era. 
Olivella adelaidae, Tate sp. 
Ancilla pseudaustralis, Tate sp. 
A. ligata, Tate sp. 
A. orycta, Tate sp. 
M arginella wentworthi, T. ·woods. 
M. propinqua, Tate. 
M. micula, Tate. 
Volutilithes· antiscalaris, McCoy sp. 
Voluta weldii, T. Woods. 
V. strophodon, McCoy. 
Mitra atractoides, Tate. 
Uromitra leptalea, Tate. 
U. exilis, Tate. 
U. ralphii, Cossmann. (Norn. mut., U. 

semilaevis, Tate.) 
Oonomitra ligata, Tate. 

Oolumbarium acanthostephes, Tate. 
Fusus simulans, Tate. 
Latirus murrayanus, Tate. 
L. linteus, Tate. 
Siphonalia longirostris, Tate. 
Zemira prCP.cursoria, Tate. 
Xassa tatei, T. \Voods. 
Columbella funiculata, T. Woods. 
Typhis maccoyi, T. Woods. 
T. acanthopterus, Tate. 
T. laciniatus, Tate. 
M urex velificus, Tate. 
JI. lophoessus, Tate. 
Lotorium woodsi, Tate sp. 
L. annectans, Tate. 
L. tortirostre, Tate. 
Mario gradatus, Tate. 
Trivia avellanoides, McCoy. 
Newtoniella cribarioides, T. Woois ~p. 
Tri/ or is wilkinsoni, T. Woods. 
Turritella tristira, Tate. 
T. acricula, Tate. 
Natica hamiltonensis, Tate. 
:>l. subnow, Tate. 
N. substolida, Tate. 
N. polita, T. Woods. 
N. perspectiva, Tate. 
"Y. subinfundibulum, Tate. 
Scalaria lepta/ea, Tate. 
Eulima danae, T. Woods. 
Siso psila, T. Woods. 
Turbonilla liraecostata, T. Woods. 

• Records of the Geological Survey, Victoria, Vol. I., pt. 2, 1903. 



Scaphopoda-
Dentalium mantelli, Zittel. 
D. subfissura, Tate. 
D. aratum, Tate. 

Lamellibranchiata-
Placunanomia sella, (?) Tate. 
Dimya dissimilis, Tate. 
Pecten hochstetteri, Zittel. 
P. yahliensis, T. Woods. 
Amussium zitteli, Hutton. 
Barbatia crustata, Tat~ . 
Plagiarca crt,inozoica, Tate. 
Cucullaea c:;rioensis, McCov. 
Glycimeris cainozoicus, T. "\Voods sp. 
G. maccoyi, Johnst. sp. 
Limops1·s f orskali, Adams. 
Xucula tenisoni, Prit::hard. 
N. morundiana, Tate. 

Magellania 1"nsolita, Tate. 
Terebratulima sc:JUlari, Tate. 

Flabellum gambierense, Duncan. 
F. i·ic!orim, Duncan. 
Placotrochus elon1atus, Duncin. 
P. deltofrleus, Duncan. 
Sphenotrochus australis, Duncan. 
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MOLLUSCA-continued. 

JUoLL US CO IDE.A. 

AcTrxozoA. 

Leda wgans, Tate. 
L. U'Oodsi, Tate. 
L. huttoni, T. Woods. 
Trigonia tubulifera, Tate. 
Cardita delicatula, Tate. 
Crassatellites comrnunis, Tate sp. 
1lleretrix eburnea, Tate sp . 
Corbula ephamilla, Tate. 
C'. pyxidata, Tate. 
Lucina araneosa, Tate. 
Tellina rnasoni, Tate. 
M yadora ten uilirata, Johnston. 

Jlla7asella cJmpta, Sow. 
Ma1asella woodsiana, Tate. 

S . alatus, T. Woods. 

S. emarciatus, Duncan. (• yn. S. excisus, Duncan.) 

Dellocyathus riola, Dunc:rn sp. (?) 
Conosmilia anonwla, Duncan. 
Bathyac:is lens, Duncan. 
Trematotrochus fenestratus, T. Woods. 
X otophyllia gracilis, Dennant. 

Some of the beds are particularly rich in Foraminifera. The protozoa obtained are practically a ll 
con.fined to this order, and, though generally distribut~d throughout the are,., were found to be more 
plentiful and in a better st:ite of prcsen 'ation in some localities than in others. The following is a list of 
species whose determination was generously undertaken by Mr. Frederick Chapman, A.L .. , of the .r ational 
Museum. They. were obtained from some clay at the site of a newly-sunk bore hole in allotment XXV., 
parish of Kilnoorat, which had been put down 90 feet and had bottomed in marine clay. The list is 
arranged alphabetically for convenience of reference :-

r 
' 

Anomalina ainnwnoides, Reuss sp. 
Anornalina rotula, D'Orb. 
Bolivina punctata, D'Orb. 
Bulimina sp. 
Cassidulina subglobosa, Brady. 
Crislellaria articulata, Reuss. 
Cristellaria cultrata, Mont. sp. 
Cristellaria schlmnbachi, Reus . 
Cristellaria tricarinella, Reu s. 
Discorbina araucana, D'Orb. sp. 
Discorbina bertheloti, D'Orb. sp. 
Discorbina rarescens, Brady. 
Frondicularia sp. 
Globigerina triloba, Reuss . 
Globigerina infiata, D'Orb. 
Lagena acuticostata, Reuss. 
Lagena crenata, P. and J. 
Lagena gracillima, Seguenza sp. 
Lagena hexagona, Will. sp. 
Lagena hispida, Reuss. 
Lagena lmvis, l1ont. sp. 
Lagena rnarginata, W. and B. 
Lagena orbi,gnyana, Seguenza sp. 
Lagena quadrata, Will. 
Lagena quadricostulata, Reuss. 
Lagena semistriata, Will. 
Lagena striata, D'Orb. 
Lagena, 2 spp. 

FoRA:mNIFERA. 
1Yodosaria consobrina, D'Orb. sp. 
Nodosaria communis, D'Orb. sp. 
X odosaria obliqua, Linne. sp. 
Nodosaria scalaris, Bat ch. sp. 
Nodosaria sp. 
Nonionina scapha, F. and M sp. 
N onionina umbilicatula, Mont. sp. 
Orbulina universa, D'Orb. 
Polymorphina communis, D'Orb. 
Polymorphina compressa, D'Orb. 
Polyrnorphina elegantissima, P. and J. 
Polynwrphina lactea, var. oblonga, Will. 
Polynwrphina lanceolata, Reuss. 
Polymorphina oblonga, Will. 
Polymorphina regina, B. P. and J. 
Polystomella macella, F. and M. sp. 
Pulvinulina auricula F. and M. sp. 
Pulvinulina eleqans, D'Orb. sp. 
Pulvinulina oblonga, Will. sp. 
Pulvinulina sp. 
Sphmroidina bulloides, D'Orb. 
Truncatulina lobatula, W. and J. 
Truncatulina reticulata, Czj. sp. 
Truncatulina ungeriana, D'Orb. sp. 
Truncatulina variabilis, D'Orb. sp. 
Truncatulina wuellerstorfi, Schw. sp. 
Uvi,gerina pygmma, D'Orb. 
V aginulina sp. 
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Though this li t is by no means exhamfrrn, the almost entire ab ence 0£ one or t-wo families is note
w~rthy . Yery fe"\\ of the ::'IIiliolidae are pre'ent, and those are too fragmentary for pecific determination, 
bemg ~orroded and iron-st1ined a if atbcked by some . oh-ent in the "-at0 r dnining from the o;-erlring 
rocks. Their absence is the more remarkable ·ince the famiJ:· is. as a rule. abundantly represented throughout 
the Cainozoic depo its of Yictoria. The Arenacea and i,.;omorphous fwms are .·eldom Pen, but t!1is ,carcity 
might be expected ince there is an almo t entire abseuc" of other siliceou, o~g mi,,ms such as Radiolaria 
and Porifera. 

In the present sfate of our kno"\\ledae of the Cainozoic rocks of Yictofrt. it i<: impo sible definit.,Iy 
t o stat e the exact age of this marine formation, liut it eYi lcntly belo:i:2;s b the e:uJi3:;.- pa t of the series. 

Although the marine beds outcrop in only three loc1liti"s in the area suffeyecL the material lring 
at the ide of bore holes and the fragment~ found among the s::oria Ill] r poi'1t~ of eruption prove that they 
underlie the "\\hole district. Similar beds. probabh- p'l.rt of the !'ame formation . ha,·e been examined at 
Birregurra, Shelford, Hexham, and near Roke\V"OOLl. Pri.-at~ Gore,, put dow·n tJ prospect po"sible deep 
leads how that one mile south of Roke"\\ood the marine beds, w-hich rest on OrdoYician bed-rock, are 
about 100 feet thick, and are coYered b;- about 100 feet of basalt. A little to the north*, where extensive 
boring and mining operations haYe bee~ ctrried out. the marine series is absent. At Portland a bore put 
do"\\ll in 1899 pa sed through about -!fl feet of -what appe·us to han heen late Cainozoic ands and clay , 
and then tb.rough about 2.200 feet of n~ 1ine limestone~ and chn of the older Cainozoic erie without 
reaching bed-ro~k . Summing up the information aYailable fron:i "ll~face out~rops and bore records. it 
appears that the greater part of the basalt plains are underlain h, C"inozoic clay". marl . and lime«t:me . 
The northern boundary of this form1tion prnhahly run" from St>iglitz to Rokewood in a fairl> traight line, 
then curYes outhwards round the granite out::rop near Li"more (where the ba "alt dire:!tly oYerlie the 
granite), pa ses a little t o the north of Hexham, turns we,.tward to Hamilton, and then in a southerly 
direction not far from the jlmction of the b1salt with the .Jurassic rirs of the :.\Ierino district . 

There i e,·idence i::i t\e ro1d cutti.ngs at Lah Bullenm"rri (b 1 e described lat~r) that the surface 
of the marine series is irreguhr. l!nd w,1: sahjected to a cert.1in amount of denudation before the Yolcanic 
period began, bowing that it had alre-;,clr been ufficientl:,> raised abon the "ea to form a land urface 
at that time. The eYidence. is. howenr. not "ufficiently convincing to put the m 'l.tter be:_1ond doubt. 
It is possible that the irregularities of the urface of the marine beds were caused by subsequent Yolcanic 
action. 

This formation, being at no great depth below the surface, is of great economic importance since it 
forms an imperriou layer which preYents the further inking of the w~ters that '-0·1k through the onrlying 
rocks. and an underground reserYoir is formed which can be t1pped by boring to moderate depth and 
pumping. It is also import1nt because it >ield e\idence indic ting with some degree of cert1intY that 
there can be no de"p le:id gold mi.nin'! within it'l bound uie.;;. This h lieen pro>ed by boring in the 
neighbourhood of Rokewood and Pitl.eld,. where th<> cl""P le rl; w.,_.,, t ce<l t l the e:lge cf t'ie Cainozoic 
mirine ro:: ';: Jnd f1en lo t. Ta<> an ·ient ri,·ers e,·i<lenth· <li-.:h tr l'rl i. t, t'1' P1 . t 1 iout th>> point. and 
their concentrating action on t 1e auriferou- anrL c llll' t.> ,rn e:i 1. . in: . ."l r eondition-> m 1Y reasonably 
be expect:id t'.:J h~ld all along the bound1ry. · 

THE YOLCA'XIC .;;:ERIE.:::. 

The >olcanic serie di'ides it elf into two natural groups of rocks-the basaltic iaYa flows and the 
materials ejected in a fragment:lry tate. 

THE BA ALTS. 

For connnience of description the ba-;1]t'l m'l~- be diYiderl into two group. which differ in relati,·e 
age and t o a cerbin ext:mt in ch·uacbr. All. ho,wwr. bP'0rig t:i one c,·cle of Yolc1nic acti\ity, and no 
sharp line of d 0 mEc1tiJn sep ,nt.,5 the earlier fro'll t11" ] ,t 0 r flow;. Th~ t->rm5 '· e~rli<>r" and' · later" 
ham been U3al tJ a\·oid tJ.'3 conaoLtiJJ. of the tor u ·· oller ' ' anl "n~,,-~, ·· \<un applied to Yictorian 
basalt3. 

(a) The Earlier Bas11lts.-The rfrtin!!;ui bing features of t'.1e e:ulier ba.:1lt' are their te~-ture, which 
is rather coarse, their position relati-:<:' to the other flow~, and t'.J.eir surfacz configurntion where e:qiosed 
to the atmosphere. 

The rock is dark-greY in colou~. sufficiently co1rse-grained for its cry"talline structure to be ea ily 
se:m with the naked eye. and usualh· !'::>lid and comp'lct but tranrsed in yariou~ directions bv irregular 
b :rnds an inch or more in thickness ,,11irh are more Yesicular and coar!'er in texture th n the main mass. 
Olivine is not a con picuous constit 1~nt. Yer - little decompo~ition except in the oliYinP was noticed 
anvwhere among the e rocks. except in sp •cim"ns from some well". The unrl,rgrounrl wat'r appeac tJ 
act more quic!d:- than the atmo phe"e in pro lucing che'llic'll effects. ~To pherciuJ.l we_,thering wa 
observed, and the formation of c·1lcit3 and ZC'olit~s in the cavities h·1s not b,.. n nrrietl far. 

The relation of the earlier ba".llt-; to the unlPl'!vin'! marin" beds i~ oE intere,,t as the idea n tuallv 
pre ents itself that thev m:ix h'l ve bePn RU 1inn,.i11<> l 'Y1 ft ow-:. hut the facts when examined p int to the 
flow" having covered a land surface. \Yhere the jJ.n;;tion nn be !'een. as in som" well". there is eYidence, 
though not clear enough fo be convinrin'!. that ,in an~i 'rt soil exist 0 d hefore t>p vole 1 nic epoch. A.bo>e 
the basalt there are no strati cont iinill'.! m trinP fo,sils. nor are there anv int~rst · 1tified m trine beds. 

The e basalt3 are e~-posed oYer very consi<l~rable areas. Thev cover the greater p1rt of the :.\fount 
Elephant quarter-sheet map, and t"ebh south\Y,nd into the pari ·hes of Koort-koort-nong and Woori
wyrite, and occupy considerable are.1s in t 11e p.ui-h~s of :.\IariJ.a Yallock and Terang. Rock out:::rops 

• See Howitt, A. M., Report on Parish of Kuruc-a-Ruc, ::Uon. Prog. Rept. Geo!. Snr>., Yict., Xo. 10, pp. 13·14, 1900; and Hunter, S. B., 
The Pitfield Plains Goldfield, Spec. Rept. Dept. ::ULnes, 1901. 
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are s?arce in many places, and the evidence for mapping much of this formation was based on the materi~l 
_obtamed from wells and bores, as well as on the configuration of the snr1c1cc and the nature of the soil. 
A great ·part of it is covered with soil and buckshot gra ·el (pi~olitic concretions oi limonite). :.\!any of the 
parts marked "buckshot " on the map are prohalJlY un<lPTlain 1Jy the P rlier lJas~lt,;. 

The northern area is characterized by the abundance of thr- buekshot graYel on the surface and 
consists of rather bleak -looking plains, treeles:-3 for the mo t part and yp dmg a soil le ·s fe1tile than that 
found to the south. The original surface of the h1\·a h'.t~ lJeen denuded aw LY. and the plains are tnwersed 
by a reticulation of natural shallow drainagP channPb and other depre.~sion'> with gentl:'·sloping sides, in 
which the water lies for long period;:;. They haTe pnhiJi]y hren formed hrgelv hY the chemical action of 
the :vater. This action also is going on 1P1rlr1·ground, and nearly all spC' ·imens o1itained from the lo\\"er 
i;iort10ns of bores were much corroded , I' l cl1>r:·1~··:'1. 

The flows appear to be of considerable thickne;'"i. A well .-:tuated in a depression in the parish of 
Dunnawalla passed through 90 feet of olid b:1salt before water "·as obtJ.ine l. 

In the southern area there are some points of difference. Tbr cxpo;:;urrs are not . o extPnsiYe, the 
buckshot gravel is generally found at about a foot beneath the ;:;urhct>. and the soil is amongst the most 
fertile in this fertile district. Possibly the greater rainfall and bettr-r Il1tural draimge may account for 
the difference in the position of the buckshot. The brtt 0 r drainage is due partly to the more pronounced 
slopes towards the Mount Emu Creek and to the cutting of drainage channels, and partly to the porous 
sub·soil to which the formation of the buckshot has given rise. 

The origin of these basalts is very obscure. In the }fount Elephant district the vents from which 
they issued may be represented by some of the low round0 d hilJonks found on the plains, hut there is no 
definite evidence on this ·point. Selwyn* sugge~ted th 1t in som" instrnces it seems probable th«t the 
same hills have served as vents for eruptions at widely·separated intervals, and in the case of som" of the 
scoria cones in the area under consideration this mav be true. It i:> quite possihle that the earlier basalts 
in the vicinity of Mount Wiridgill and Ewan's Hill were erupted from those centres, but in other cases the 
nearest scoria cone cannot be their place of origin. The earlier basalts to the noTth of :\fount Noorat, for 
instance, have a surface sloping towards that vent, and therefore could not haYe flowed from it. 

. The earlier basalts provide a good, solid, impervious building stone of even grain and almost free from 
vesicles. It can be readily trimmed into any desired form. 

(b) The Later Basalts.-The later basalts differ from those described above in several ;mpJrtant 
particulars. They are always closely associated with a scoria cone, and there can be no doubt aboµt their 
point of eruption. They are o~en slightly raised above the genernl level of the plains and form low 
platforms from which the volcanic hills ari e. The surface often retains many traces of the irregularities 
which are characteristic of a newly·cooled lava flow, and where this is ·well m<irkefl we get "stony rises," 
such as occur to the north of l\'Iount Noorat and around :\founts Elephant and Fyans. They differ from 
the earlier basalts in being finer grained, more generally vesicular, and d'.lrker in colour. Olivine is a 
conspicuous constituent, and may occur as nodules or masses measuring a foot across. 

The later basalt flows are very limited in extent in many cases, as a glance at the map will show, 
and sometimes have not accompanied the explosion which formed the scoria hills. There is very little 
basalt among the material forming Mount Leura, but some is exposed, t'J~ether with scoria, in the quarries 
at the eastern end of Manifold·street, Camperdown, and in two other c1u'.uTies close to the Show Ground. 
A small stream evidently flowed in a northerly direction. The best section of the newer basalts is seen in 
the quarry near the top of Mount Terang (Pl. 5, Fig. 2). Four distinct flows, forming together 
a thickness of about 15 feet, are exposed in the fac . The centre of each flow is dark·blue, fairly compact 
and crystalline, but the top and bottom surfaces are slaggY, and the rock here is t lchylit0 or a very glassy 
basalt, and is much stained with iron oxides. Thi basalt is asso-;i lt~J with unstratified scori<i, which 
is generally composed of fairly small fragments, and is particularly int0 resting on account of the number 
of beautifully developed crystals of olivine and augite which occur loo;;e amongst the rock fragment>. The 
basalts rest on bedded tuffs. Both lava flows and tuffs dip outwards from the t op of the hill at an angle 
of about 5° to 8°, and there appears to have been no denudation of the surface of the tuff before the 
basalt covered it. In some small caverns between the la•a flows the old " ropv " surface of the flows has 
been beautifully preserved, and cert'l.in bosses projecting into the cavit. os mw be termed stalactites. The 
accompanying photograph (Pl. 6) shows their shape and their beo utifullv preserved lace-like surface•. 
Some have small olivine crystals with smooth bright facet projectin~ from the surface. The material 
of the stalactites is black glass full of vesicles about :i inch long; and drawn out in a direction 
parallel to the nearest surface. There js no sign of these ve icles on the surface, and they cannot be seen 
till the stalactite has been broken away from the surrounding rock. It seems reasonable to suppose that the 
cavities were first surrounded by a crust of solidified lan, while t he interior of the flow remained fluid 
or viscous, and that this solid crust was fractured either by unequal cooling or by movement, allowing 
some of the molten or viscous matter to find its way through and form the boss or stalactite. Similar 
stalactites are found in some of the quarries near Mount Leura. 

· The freshness of the surface features of the later basalts and the small amount of chemical change 
that has affected the rock point to a very recent origin. Though appro_·imately of the same age, some of 
these. flows are no doubt considerably older than others, and no sharp line can be drawn between them 
and the earlier basalts. 

The later basalts are used for building purposes and for road metal. For building, the stone is not 
80 good as the earlier basalts since it is more vesicular, and the abundance of olivine segregations iu. some 
flows makes them quite unsuitable for that purpose. . 

• Physical Geography, Geology, and Mineralogy of Victoria.. Intcrcolonial EJ<hibition Essays, 1866. 
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THE PYROCLASTIC RocKs. 

As in the case of the basalts, the pyroclastic rocks form two groups, the well-bedded tufis and the 
unstratified scoria. Here again we find that the distinction is not so clearly defined as appears to be the 
case at first glance, for amongst the well-stratified tuffs beds of scoria are found, whilst amongst the scoria 
ill-defined stratification is otten noticed, and sometimes a well-marked bed of material finer in grain than the 
surrounding scoria can be traced for some distance. 

(a) The Hampden Tufjs.-This name was selected by Professor Gregory for the bedded tuffs on 
account of their typical development in the County of Hampden. They are locally called "sand3tone," 
and the name sandstone-tuff has also been applied to them. 

Professor Gregory gives the following definition.* A " volcanic tuff consists of volcanic material 
which occurs in layers. Volcanic tuffs are of three different kinds :-(1) Volcanic material which has 
fallen around a volcanic vent, and been deposited in beds owing to the action of rain ; (2) volcanic material 
which has fallen into water and thus acquired a well-marked horizontal bedding ; in this case, if the material 
has fallen into the sea, the beds may contain marine fossils, if into a lake, they may contain freshwater 
fossils; (3) a bed of rock formed by the redisposition of fragments of volcanic rocks, especially scoria and 
dust. mixed with sand and pebbles." He also quotest Prof. Judd's definition of a tuff" as the finely-divided 
materials, which, owing to the storms of rain which frequently accompany volcanic eruptions, ' descend 
in the condition of mud, which flows evenly over the surface of the growing cone and consolidates in beds 
of very regularly stratified tufa or tuff.'" Tuff may also be formed of fine volcanic ash accumulating in a 
dry condition in layers. 

The material of which the Hampden tuffs an formed consists of semi-rounded fragments of scoriaceous 
ba altic rock with scattered fragments of felspar and hornblende crystals, generally comparable in size 
with the grains of a coarse sand tone or grit, but varying through a considerable range. .It is assorted 
into layers of different degrees of fineness of texture varying from a quarter of an inch to several inches in 
thickness : in some case as many as fifteen lamin::e to the inch were counted. The fragments are 
rounded to a certain extent and may be described as lapilli.t The texture of each bed is fairly even, and 
the size of the grains makes the whole mass distinctly porous. The effect of the finer beds in stopping 
the soakage and forming a moist layer is shown in Pl. 3, Fig. 1, where plants have taken root along 
such a layer in a cliff face. The rock is brownish in colour from the oxidation of the iron-bearin~ minerals, 
and both in the rock and the soil derived from it bright cleavage surfaces of hornblende and to a less 
extent of felspar , are noticeable. The rock tends to form vertical faces where exposed to the action of 
the water on th · lake <hores. 

The beds as a rule dip at a few degrees from the horizontal. Where they appear to be quite horizontal 
they may have a small dip either towards or away from the cliff face where they are exposed. The dip 
a:;:>pears to be an original feature and not produced atter the bed h:i.d been laid down horizontally. 

A striking feature i the abundance, scattered irregularly through the formation, of masses of basalt, 
gab bro (essexite) and the marine beds on which the tuffs lie. No gabbro or diorite massif is exposed at the 
surface anywhere in this part of Victoria. These ejected blocks are angular or sub-angular, and measure 
from a few inches to several feet across. They have evidently been torn away from the parent mass and 
hurled from the volcano at the same time as the finer materials which form the bedded tuffs. Volcanic 
bombs which acquired their shape by revolving in the air while in a molten state were not found, although 
they are very common among the typical unstratified scoria. The ejected blocks are more common at Lake 
Bullenmerri than elsewhere, particularly in the lower beds. 

The Hampdep. tuffs are widely distributed. They ara exposed over a considerable area around Cam
perdown, on the floor of Lake Bookar, at Terang, and around Lake Keilambete, and in the northern part 
of the parish of Mortlake. They are proved by wells sunk through the basalt to the north of Mount Noorat 
and to the north of Kurtweeton, and outcrop from beneath the basalt in the bed of Mount Emu Creek, 
near the Marida Yallock homestead. There is no evidence to show that the various outcrops are part 
of one continuous sheet. 

The best sections are seen in the cuttings along the road which crosses the neck of land between 
Lakes Bullenmerri and Gnotuk and in the cliffs around Lakes Terang and Keilambete. In each of these 
places, except at Terang, the tuffs rest on the marine Cainozoic beds, but they appear to be separated from 
them by an ancient soil. 

The age of these beds cannot be definitely settled from the fossil contents. The only fossils in the 
tuffs about which there can be no possible doubt are impressions of fern fronds found during the sinking 
of a well at M:i.rmre Station and kindly lent for determination by Mr. J.M. Peter, of Camperdown. Professor 
Ewart, D.Sc., Ph.D., F.L.S., Government Botanist, who kindly examined the fossil, says that the fern 
most clo3ely resembles Pteris aquilina, Linn. (the common bracken), and seems to have the same marking 
on the fronds as well as the same shape. He remarks that this fern is cosmopolitan and probably an old 
type, so that unless the deposit is .a very old one, the identification is very possibly correct. Fossil bones 
were found in the Pejark Swamp drainage channel, near Terang, but whether they are in t he tuffs or really 
belonged to the outlying alluvium it was found impossible to determille on account of the water and the 
decomposed state of the rocks. The same remark applies to the bone beds at Blind Creek. Tuffs similar 
to these and of widely differing age occur elsewhere in Victoria. Messrs. Hall and Pritchard§ have described 
a cliff section at Curlewis near Geelong, where bedded tuffs resembling those at Camperdown are overlain 

• The Geography of Victoria, p. 184. Melbourne [1903]. 

t Ibid., p. 183. 
t Chamberlin and Salisbury, Geology, Vol. I., p. 386. . " Fragments too large to be borne away by the air, but still small, are known as 

Iapilli, especially if they are somewhat rounded and gravel-like." 
§ Proc. Royal Society of Victoria, Vol. VI., n.s., 1894, p. 1. 
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h_Y ~arly Cainozoic marine beds, which they describe as Eocene; while at Tower Hill, near Warrnambool, 
similar beds overlie sands containing modern shells. Mr. Brough Smythe* quotes a letter from the late 
Mr. A._R. C. Selwyn, dated 11th August, 1857, in which he says, "Tower Hill is certainly the most recent 
volcamc vent I ~ave yet seen. It appears , at least during its later eruptions, to have emitted vast quantities 
of as~ ~nd scome ; these are seen near W arrnambool, resting on beds of shell, sand, and earthy limestone, 
conta1mng numb~rs o~ living littoral species of mollusca ." Mr. Smyth also gives an account of the finding 
of the skull _of a dingo m the same locality beneath the tuffs ; but from an examination of Selwyn's note 
accomp~nymg some bones found in the locality and at the time mentioned, it appears that Smythe's 
record is an error, and that the bones were really found in a cave in the tuffs. The bones are now in 
the National Museum. 

The origin of the tuffs is a matter of considerable interest since their well-bedded structure makes 
them very different frpm the confused heaps of scoria round the well-preserved craters of the district. The 
wholl". of the material from which they are formed is of volcanic origin, and the ejected blocks which are 
sca~t~red through the beds :!?rove that the stratification was developed while the volcano from which the 
lap1lli and the blocks were ejected was in active eruption. 

Several theories have been advanced to explain the forma tion of these beds. It was suggested 
by the Rev. J.E. Tenison Woods, Mr. Selwyn, and Mr. Hart that similar deposits in other parts of Victoria 
we~e formed by volcanic ash falling into water and being sorted into layers of varying extent like ordinary 
sedimentary rocks. Dr. T. S. Hall suggested that the material fell on a land surface, and that the bedding 
was due to the wind sorting the scoria as it fell. 

But there are several reasons why neither of these theories will satisfy the observed facts in 
the area under consideration. No marine or fresh water fossils have been found in the beds, but they 
enclose plant remains, and may possibly enclose marsupial bones ; the beds dip in various directions though 
the underlying rocks give no indication of having been folded since the tuffs were formed; and the beds 
thicken and thin out unlike ordinary sedimentary rocks, while the relation between the thickness of the 
beds and the size of the grains forming them is unusual, thin beds often being formed of relatively coarse 

- grains. The type of false bedding commonly found in ieolian rocks does not occur. 

We consider that the arrangement is due to the action of water condensed from the steam which 
·accompanied the ejection of the lapilli and which was possibly augmented by water that accumulated in 
crater lakes during periods of repose. Under the supposed conditions the material would reach the ground as 
mud, or would be converted into mud very soon afterwards. It would be capable of fl.ow like a viscous 
fluid, and a differentiation into layers of particles roughly of the same size would take place. If the water 
did not exceed a certain proportion in the mixture, these tufls would come to rest on moderate slopes, and 
would be more or less parallel to the surface on which they were laid down. Any considerable mass is 
probably due to a succession of distinct explosions separated by longer or shorter intervals of time. ' 
Occasionally small lava flows occurred or beds of unstratified scoria were formed. 

Bedded tuffs formed in this way have been described by several authors. Charles Darwin,t in 
describing some craters of tuff in the Galapagos Islands, remarks that the beds dipping regularly from 25° 
to 30° "are formed of tuff, appearing like a subaqueous deposit," and, further, "that the tuff must have 
fl.owed as mud." Sir Archibald Geikie speaks of "mud-lava" in his Text-book of Geology,t and Messrs. 
Chamberlin and Salisbury§ give a good account of it :-"In violent eruptions, the steam, accompanied 
with much ash, is shot up to great heights, often rolling outwards in cumulus or cauliflower-like forms. 

In the phenomenal case of Krakatoa the projection was estimated at 17 miles. The steam 
. . is quickly condensed, and prodigious floods of rain frequently accompany the eruption. This 
rain, carrying down a portion of the ash and gathering up much that had previously fallen, gives rise to 
mudfl.ows, which in some cases constitute a large part of the final deposit. These mudfl.ows chiefly lodge 
on the lower slopes of the volcano or adjacent to its base, and give rise to rather fl.at cones, sometimes 
designated tufa cones to distinguish them from cinder cones formed by the direct fall of fragmental 
material." As will be seen later, the Hampden tuffs, when exp-0sed at the surface, are associated with 
dome-like hills. 

The Hampden tufls produce a soil unrivalled for dairy farming purposes. 

(b) Scoria and Bombs.-The volcanic cones, which form so striking a feature in this district, are 
almost entirely composed of scoria and bombs. The scoria is only found close to volcanic vents. 

The scoria consists of vesicular or honeycombed fragments of basalt torn away from the liquid or 
viscous underground mass during explosions, and hurled into the air. The molten lava itself is saturated 
with superheated water or steam, and this expands as soon as the fragment is released from the pressure 
of the surrounding rock, and a spongy mass is produced which solidifies as it cools. These rough angular 
fragments vary from the size of a pea to some inches across. Amongst them there are many angular pieces 
of more solid basalt and bombs. 

The bombs are very remarkable objects on account of their symmetrical appearance. They vary 
in size :from abour half-an-inch to 3 feet or more across. The most common form is spindle-shaped, 
consisting of a central protuberance prolonged in~o two mo:e slender p_rocesses. on ~pposite_ sides ?f. the 
centre. These projections, which generally show signs of havmg been twisted while still plastw, are JOmed 
by a rim which divides the central. b':1lb into tw? unequal parts. ri;he_ photographs (Pl. 7) give a 
better idea of the shape than any descnpt10n. There is a good deal of vanat10n, and forms like a peach or 
apricot stone are common. The surface i_s generally rough .and often cracke~, but is no~ vesicular. . W~en 
broken across the basalt is found to be ves10ular, and the veswles are arranged m concentric layers of diflermg 
degrees of fineness. The centre is often formed of an aggr~gate_ of olivine grains· o~ other mine~als. They 
were formed in the following way :-Masses of lava, or solid mmeral aggregates with an adhering coat of 

• "On the Extinct Volcanoes of Victoria, Australia." Quart. Journ, Geo!. Soc., Lond., Vol. XIV., 1858, p. 227. 
t Geological Observations on Volcanic Islands, Chap. V. 1844. 
i Text-book of Geology, 4th edition, pp. 312 and 270. 1903. 
t Geology, Vol, I., p. 681. 1905, 
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liquid magma, were hurled into the air with a rotary motion. The solidifying mass con£ormed as nearlJ 
as pos 0 ible to the shape mo t stable under the e conditions of rotation and t ranslation. The rim is 
probably due to the resi tance of the air. The fir t to explain their internal structure was Charles 
Darwin, who gives an excellent d ·scription of some bomb~ from the island of Ascension.* He says-'.' This 
structure i· very imply exp1.i;neJ if 1Ye suppo>e a m:i,si of viscid, scoriaceous matter to be projected with a 
rapid rota7 mMio11 through the :i.ir: for whilst th" e:d"rnal cruc;t. from co'J~ing, beca1m solidified (in the 
state we now S'" it). th> centrifugal fO"r~. bv relieving the P"'ssure in the interior parts of the bomb, would 
allow the heated vapour · to e.;:J_J .• nJ their t"ll, : bat th,.,, b,·i l'.{ dri,·en by the same forca again t t he already 
hardened crust, would become, the nearer th "Y were to this p.nt, sm:i.ller and smaller or less expanded 
until they became packed into a solid concentric shell. . . . . Geologi ts have remarked that the 
external form of a bomb at once bespeaks the history of its aerial course, and few now see that the internal 
structure can spPak, with almost equal phinne s, of its rotary movement." The structure of many angular 
pieces of ba alt in the scoria pits shows them to be fractured portions of large bombs. · 

Green and red nodules of granular olivine are commonly found among the scoria, and are often 
covered with a thin skin of ba<>alt. On clo.:;~ examination they are always found to contain grains of 
pyroxene or other minerals. In the coria on the top of )fount Terang olivine occur as very beautiful small 
crystals and groups of crystals in parallel position , and nrn.11 perfect crystals of augite are also found at 
the same place. Hornblende. either a<> cleavage fragn1,,nts or as somewhat rounded pieces, is common in 
certain places. such as )fount~ T oorat, but is r-we at othnrs (.\fount Leura). The rounded pieces have an exterior_ 
" skin " of light colour. and appear to have been partly remelted before they were ejected from the volcanic 
orifice. Cleavage fragments of colourless glassy felspar are very common, and are sometimes a couple 
of inches long. Pieces with the original cry ·tal faces are rare, but are occasionally to be found. 

In general freshly exposed scoria is almost black, but portions of it are always stained white or 
yellow by percolating water. It weathers to a brownish-red colour, due to the oxidation of the 
ferruginous minerals. 

Large quarries have been opened in the scoria in several places . One on the roadside where the 
Camperdown-Geelong road crosses the shoulder of )fount Leura has been largely worked for years, l!ynd good 
sections are exposed. The great mass of the scoria consists of pieces an inch or so across, but amongst 
them are great numbers of bombs and irregular pieces of basalt of all izes. In places there is a rough 
arrang ment of the material into beds, and one bed of fine material a few inches thick can be traced very 
easily for some distance. It is more compact than the re t, and forms the roof of an artificial cave at the 
western end of the quarry. It is cut across by many small faults, evidently caused by the irregular 
settling down of the loose scoria and agglomerate beneath it. This bed and the less well-defined layers 
all dip aw;i.y from the neighbouring crater in )fount Leura. Several smaller quarries are situated near this 
hill, and similar features are expo,;ed. There are very large roadside quarries at Mount Noorat, and here 
well-shaped bombs of all sizes are i:ery common. The coarseness of the scoria depends on the proximity 
of the vent, and it is o~en loose enough to make quarrying a matter of danger. 

The sGoria is used largely for roadmaking. for which it is particulary suitable, as it readily binds 
together , remains sufficiently porous to dry rapidly, and gives a good smooth surface. The roads made 
with it are amongst the best in Victoria. It has lately been used in concrete work, both for making solid 
concrete walls and concrete blocks for building purposes. The scoria weathers into a dark reddish soil ot 
excellent quality. 

ALLUVIAL DEPOf'ITS, WIXD-BLO'iY:N' DrXES, AND BUCKSHOT GRAVEL. 

Small alluvial plain are found along the course of the ::llount Emu Creek, especially along that part 
mapped in the Camperdown Quarter-sheet. Alluvin.l deposits also fill depressions in the plains, such as 
Frenchman's )larsh and Pejark )farsh, which are closely akin to the numerous shallow lakes, as .well as 
smaller depressions. The soil is very rich \\·hen the land is properly drained and ha all been formed by . 
t he decomposition of the vokauic rocks. Quartz gravel was observed at the junction of Blind Creek with. 
the Mount Emu Creek. It ha<> probably been wilshed do,1·n from the sands and gravels which are exposed 
in the Stony Point P .R. (parish of Darlington), and known to extend under the basalts there. The latter 
deposit is of interest, as it may indicate that there is granite close to the surface. Granite is known to 
outcrop a few miles to the east. 

It has alread.- Leen stated th~i.t it is a m:i.tter of co.1sitl'r,11Jle difficulty to d cide what was the 
orii:rinal position of the marsupial bones which are numerous in certain place marked a "bone beds " on 
the

0
ma:J . At Blind Creek and Pejark )farsh they nrny quite possibly lie buried in the t u:ffs, and the bone beds 

around Lake Colongubc may contain only such bones a· have been washed out of the tu:ffs. So far we 
must acknowledge that nothing definite has been pro\·ed, but the evidence at Blind Creek inclines us to 
believe that the bones come from the tu:ffs. It is quite possible that the animals which they represent 
continued t o inhabit the country both during the deposition of the tu:ffs and the formation of some of the 
alluviu 111. 

Fus ii bones of the follo"·ing spene,; ha\'e been found. at Lake Colon~ulact :
Thylacinus roslfalis, De Vis. 
Phascolomys plioce1111s, ::IIcGoy. 
1llacropus titan, Owei1. 
111. magister, De Yrn 
JI. pan, De Vis. 
M. giganteus, Shaw. 
Procoptodon goliah, Owen 
Ganis dingo, Blumeuliacb. 

• Geological Observations on Yolcanic Islands, Chap. ill. 1844. 
t Denna'!t, John, and Kit.son, A. E. Ca~alogue of the Described. Species of Fossils (except Bryozoa and Fomminifera) in the Cainozolo 

Fauna of Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmama. Rec. Geo!. Surv., Viet., Vol. I., Pt. 2. Melbourne, 1903. 
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. On the southern and. eastern sides of many of the shallow lakes there are often low rounded hills 
w~ch have b~en formed by silt blown from the dry beds of these lakes during the summer. In places, 
as ~ the par~sh of Darlington, at Lake Barnie Buloke, and the lakes to the north of Mount Elephant 
white earthy limestone is developed in them. The soil is usually dark and very suitable for onion growing 
and other agricultural purposes. 

A large part of the volcanic country is covered with a thin layer of small concretions of limonit~, 
~nown as buckshot graYel. It sometimes forms a depo<;;it beneath the surface or occurs in masses some feet 
111. thickness, as along parts of the _\fount Emu Creek. It consists of rounded grains about the size of a hazel 
nut, ge~erally br~,~rn in colour, but sometimes black and highly polished. \Vhen broken the grains have 
the typwal yellowish-brow·n colour of limonite. Fifty year.:; ago .1Ir. G. H. \Vathen* noticed it in the vicinity 
of l\Iount Porndon, and sugg0sted that it is a vok:amc ash. It appears, however, to consist of concretionary 
iron ore deposited by the evaporation of water which had dissolved some of the iron from the ferruginous 
mineral~ in the underlying rocks. It often causes great difficulty to the geological surveyor by hiding the 
underlymg rocks in a featureless country. It appear.; to be best developed on the surface of the earlier 
basalts, but it is also found overlying the bedded tu:ffs. The shallow d3pressions which wander like narrow 
channels over the surface of the basalt a;id in which \\"<iter often lies for consider!l.ble periods, seem particu
larly favorable for its formation. The gra.ius are generally separate, but along the banks of the Mount Emu 
Craek they are m places cemented into solid masses. The conditions of its formation no doubt depend largely 
on the rainfall and the natural dr.i.inage of the surfai:;e. Ut:easionally lumps of cemented buckshot may 
be pwked up and found to contain limonite pseudomorphs after hornblende, indicating that the original 
rock was probably scoria. 

LAKES. 

In the area surveyed there are 27 lakes, which vary in size from mere ponds to sheets of water 
4 miles across. They form two distinct groups. 

THE CoLOKGULAC TYPE. 

The first group, and the one containing the majority of the lakes, embraces the shallow basins, 
irregular in shape, and often dry in summer; they merge into the shallow depressions filled with alluvium, 
and some of them remain dry for long periods. No well-marked streams enter them, and there is no 
outflow. The water collects during wet weather, and is gradually lost by evaporation, and is in consequence 
salt or brackish. When it dries up it leaves a white incrustation on the lake bed, giving an appearance of 
water when none is present. 

These shallow basins appear to occupy the natural depressions which occur between lava flows, and 
which have been deepened during times of drought by the wind blowing away the dry mud from their beds 
and increased in size by the action of the waves on their banks. · 

The largest lake of this kind is Like Colongulac, whose bed covers 3, 700 acres. 

THE BuLLEXC.IERRI TYPE. 

The other group consists of lakes that are roughly circular in shape, surrounded by a ring or rim 
0£ hills, and are generally deep and permanent. The outer slope of the ring of hills is gentle, but it dips 
steeply to the ·water. The catchment area is too small to account for the supply of water necessary to 
replace that lost by evaporation. There is no outflow, but Lakes Gnotuk and Terang are said to have 
risen suffi.cientlyto overflow their banks about ±0 years ago. The water is either brackish or fresh. There 
are four lakes of this type in the area under consideration-Lakes Bullenmerri and Gnotuk, Terang, and 
Keilambete. They are all deep and permanent except Lake Terang, the level of which appears to be 
falling at the pre:ient time. 

The most remarkable of this group are Lakes Bullenmerri and Gnotuk, which are situated near 
Camperdown. They lie close together, but as the accompanying diagram (Pl. l) shows, the surface level of 
the wat"r m the t\"1·0 hkes diffe•·s by 163 fe 0 t, while the floors of both are on about the same level. Their 
re::ipectin deptll3 a~ .:!Ji fe 0 t < l'l l lJ ;, t. Th~ le>el of t.1e "'"t•r uf Llh Bullenmerri is tJ.bout 18 feet 
beluw t.ie level of the C.:i.m9erdJwn r.tihuy stition. 

The ring of hills rou!lll L1ke Bullenmerri at it' highe-;t point rises ±±0 feet above the water. The 
lowest point:i occur at the south end of the bke and at the noita end, where the narrow ridge separates 
it from Lake Gnotuk. There is evidence of changes of level in the surface of the lake. Indistinct traces 
of a raised beach about 12 feet aboYe the present surface of the water t ell of a time when the water level 
was higher, an~ the stumps of dead trees at some little ~i~tance fro~. the ~~o~e prove th~t it has also been 
lowar i:i pi· t tiID33. '1'.1c.;e ti 11p' m~.:-~ m<>:t.oll 'd by -··-·· Brough ,,myt.i1 m 1860, so ta~t the low water 
period is of no very recent tlatn. The water is brac;],i~h. Lut it is quite. fit fur watering ~tock. Lake 
un tuk is ven similk1r in its general fe ,tures; the luwe~t part m it.:i nm is <.t the northern end, and the 
wat~r is s.:tid to hrve once risen sufficie.itiy high since the dist:ict \\"as settled to overflow at this point. 
On the beaches of the lakes are Yast llu_mtities of smdl shells. The water is sufficiently salt in both cases 
for stones within re.:i.ch of the sp~·.i.y tJ be co,·ered with a whitish incrustation. 

The catchment area does not supply enough water to replace the loss by evaporation, and the chief 
source of supply is eYidently the underground watar so abundantly tapped by windmill pumps in the 
surrounding country:. The hills surrounding the lakes are formed almost entirely of Hampden tuffs, and, 
at places along the shores of both, the underlying marine marls outcrop. Surface water filters through 

• T,10 Golden Colony, or Yictoria. in 1854, with Remarks on the .Australian Gold-fields, p. H. Loud., 1855. 
t The Gold·fl•lds and ::IIineral Districts of Victoria, i869. 
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the tuffs till it comes to the impervious marl, and is guided by the junction of the two formations into the 
lake. Any considerable rise in the surface of the lake would probably check this supply, and the water 
would escape along the path by which it now comes. The surface of the m'1rls around L::tke Gnotuk do 
not rise to such a high level as those round L'1ke Bullenmerri, and therefore the high water mark is lower. 
The swampy spring between the two lake shows that there is an underground di ch'1rge from Lake Bullen
merri into·L'.l.ke Gnotuk, and this explains the difference in salinity, one having a discharge and the other 
not. Both supply and discharge are underground. 

The sand found along the shores is exceedingly interestincr, being largely composed of clear grains of 
green olivine and other basic minerals quite unlike the usual sand found on beaches, which is almost entirely 
made up of grains of silica and fragments of broken shells. 

The other lakes belonging to this group-Lakes Terang and Keilambete-are not so striking. The 
surrounding ring is much lower, but has the same charact3r, being largely composed of bedded tuffs, falling 
steeply towards the lake and sloping gradually away from it. Lake Keilambete is about 96 feet deep, but 
Lake Terang is apparently drying up, and is now partly a swamp. The large quantity of underground water 
pumped to the surface in the surrounding country is probably a .factor in this desiccation, but the source 
of supply may have been affected in other ways by town improvement3. 

The origin of these lake basins is a matter of great interest , but its consideration must be deferred 
till the hills which form the surrounding rings have been described, and all the facts presented before any 
deductions are attempted. 

THE HILLS. 

Like the lakes, the hills (with the exception of the small dunes already mentioned) belong to two 
distinct clas es-the scoria cones and the dome-like hills. The latter are the more ancient, but the scoria 
cones will be treated first since their origin is evident, and a description of them leads to a better under
standing of the more involved questions relating to the other class. 

THE ScoRIA Co:-rns. 

The scoria cones are the most striking features in this flat country. They rise steeply from the 
plains and are often very symmetrical in shape. Most of them have one or more craters, some as perfect 
as they were at the time of their formation and others shattered by subsequent explosions or nearly 
obliterated by the hand of time. Mount Elephant is an example of a single crater with its surrounding 
rampart breached in one place, while Mount N oorat is a compound volcano, in which various orifices dis
charged at different periods of its history. 

There are nine scoria hills included in the maps-Mounts Elephant (Clarke), 1,294 feet ; Leura, 1,027 
feet ; N oorat, 1,026 feet ; Koang, 894 feet ; Meningoort (Meningorot, Miningorat), 766 feet ; Kurtweeton; 
Wiridgill; Terang, 579 feet; and Ewan's Hill (Mount Gnarogein, l\1ount Emu) , 893 feet. The names in 
bracket3 are those found in old publications and maps, and the heights above sea level were determined 
duringthe trigonometrical survey, for which the hills were used as trigonometrical stations. Mounts Koang 
and Kurtweeton are close together, and are often called the Cloven Hills ; they are about the same height. 
The hills rise from about 140 feet (Mount Terang) to 780 feet (Mount Elephant) above the plains. 

Mount Leura, on the north-west slope of which the town of Camperdown is partly built, is a typical 
scoria hill. The accompanying photograph (Pl. 2), taken from the crest of Bullenmerri, looking east
ward, gives a very good general idea of its shape. It consists of what was once a well-defined crater 
wall. This was partly destroyed by an explosion, and only about a third of it now remains intact on the 
north-eastern side. It rises as a steep crescent-shaped rampart with a narrow top highest at the eastern 
end, the horns of the crescent pointing southwards. Between them, and evidently where the remainder 
of the crater rim once stood, a steep cone with a pointed top lift- its head a little above the highest part 
of the crater rim. The steepest parts of the sides slope at about 30°, and there is no sign of a crater on the 
top. The ruins of the crater rim extend around the southern side of the cone. The great explosion 
which caused this destruction, built up the cone partly on the site of the old rim and partly in the crater, 
which is now represent~d by the hollow between the cone and the northern crescent. It is a fairly deep 
hollow entirely surrounded by hills, but i of far less extent than the original crater. The irregular small 
hills to the south and east indicatv other subsidiary explosions. The whole mass lies within a sort of 
amphitheatre, bounded on the south by a cliff 50 feet or so in height, in the face of which several massive 
basalt flows are expo ed. This cliff faces the volcano, and between them is some low-lying ground. From 
!;he top of the cliff the land rises towards Bullenmerri. The escarpment separating the high area from the 
low appears to be the direct result of faulting . 'ubsidences in close proximity t'o volcanoes have often been 
observed, and are no doubt due to the adjustment of the conditions caused by the transference of great 
quantities of rock to the surface from some underground source. 

The whole surface of the hill is covered with lm..llriant grass, but many scoriaceous basalt boulders 
are seen. Good sections are exposed in the scoria pits which have been opened on its fl.auks. The scoria 
and bombs are generally piled together in confusion, but sometimes form ill-defined beds dipping away from 
the hill. The porous nature of the scoria explains why no water lies in the depressions. Just below the 
crest of the rim and on its northern slope a small basalt fl.ow is exposed, but lava flows and dykes appear 
to form only an insignificant part of the hill. A lava flow can be traced in a northern direction, but, as 
in the case of practically all the other cones, it welled out before the explosions which piled up the hill 
began. 

Mount Elephant is probably the most conspicuous hill in the Western District on account of its 
considerable height, its very symmetrical form, and its isolated position. It consists of a single crater 
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breached on the north-ea tern side. The rim is mrro\1- on top, steep sided, and rise at three points some
'vhat above the_ average height of the top. The gre:it mass consist3 of co::i.rse scoria and bomb , some of 
them of great size. and there are ome small interstratified ba alt ft.ow;;. There has been a considerable 
outpouring of lava during the earlier histon- of this volcano. It i clearfr defined from the more ancient 
surrounding basalt3 ~.'- the st ep slopes "-hi~h Lound it as well as b~- the rugged appearance of it· surface. 
In places there are circular depre ions cau. ed bv the escape of the steam which was ent<i.ngled in the ma,s 
of molten ba alt. · -

}fount Xoora.t, ·itu::it0 d about 4 mile.:; n01th of Teranf!, i · the Lest example r f a compo ite 
volcano .. and 1~ . remarkable for its ueautifull: presocYed principal crater. which is aLout a qua1ter 
of a m_1le m diamet:r, nearly circular, and urrounded by a rim with a fairly lenl top. At 
one pomt the nm nse about 60 or 70 feet aborn the general level, and is marked Ly an 
o_utcrop of basalt which form an almost Yertical cliff of considerable height on the inner 
side of the crat_er. The. crater it,;elf is smooth sided, funnel- haped depre ion. Its depth is 
given_ by the tn~on.ometncal sun-e.\' as "200 feet to 300 feet deep," but Selwyn's note in his lift 
of pomts of erupt10n"', '- ~oorat, 505 feet deep." is probably correct. This estimate would ma1:e thP 
bottom of the hollow at about the same level as the urrounding plains. Its side. are largely composed 
of loo'e cona and bomb , and are now thirkly overgrown ''"ith gra s and bracken. There are few tree 
left , but formerly they gre\Y thickly on the side . The bottom of the crater i' quite dry. Clo3e to 
the mam crater and almost due north of it i ' a~10·he:· of small :- climen ion . but well defined. and clo e b,
it there appear to have been thrae other minor rents. On the southern ide of the hill ther~ arJ also trac;s 
of ~ub _idiary ve?-ts. On the we tern flank. and separated from the main mas by a boat-shaped valley 
which lS deeper m the middle tha:i. at eith~r end there is au elonaated mound of scoria, something like a 
raih,~a!· embankment. ~n t~i - the great roadside scoria pit have 

0
been dug. and the valley may mark the 

subsidiary vent f_rom which it wa'l ejected. The "-hole forms an imposing mass from any point of ob erva
tion, more especially a there are no adjacent hills to dw·arf it by comparison. The lava f-lows are of 
c_onsiderable extent, e peciallr in a northerly direction. and have the kind of surface known a stony 
n es. 

Hornblende and fel ·par fragment are common on the urface of the mountain. and pieces of quartz, 
·ome of them evidentlr rounded in a tream. are al o found This i at first rather puzzling. but on clo3er 
examinati?n many of them prove to be -artificially chipped. o that they ''"ere probably carried here by 
the abongmes, who doubtle s used the mountain for a look-out station in early day.3. 

The other cone present much the same features a those described. }founts Koang and Kurh>.:!eton 
show little signs of denudation , but the craters of }founts }leningoort and Terang and E"·an's Hill have 
been greatly modified by wind and weather. 

}fount Terang is interesting on account of the lavas from the modern vent resting directly on a 
surface of the bedded Hampden tuffs and l:ing parallel to the bedding of the latter. It would therefore 
appear that no great interval of time elapsed between the formation of the one and the extrusion of the 
other, and they may possibly have come from the same source. 

The histoi'Y of all these hill is the same . They began a vents from which liquid ba.,alt quietly 
welled out and ft.owed o'·er the surrounding plain. This phase was followed by an explo ion or series o~ 
explo ·ions cau ed b_v gases or npours which hurled va t quantities of scoria and bomb into the air. This 
material fell around the orifice and formed a ring or rampart about it. ometimes other sub e<1uent 
explosion.s took place and partly destroyed the original cone and formed a new one, but it i quite pos ible 
that the main ma s of many of the coria hills may be the re ult of a ingle outburst. There are several 
well authenticated accounts of uch occurrenca . For example, :'.'!Ionte :Nuovo. on the Bay of :N°aples, which 
rises to a heiaht of 440 feet, and has a crater 420 feet deep, wa formed in two days at a place where there 
'"as no hill. 

0

The eruption began at 1 a.m. on Sunday. 2\Jth September, 1538, and was witness~d by the 
inhabitants of the neighbouring town of Puzzuoli, and contemporaneous accounts of it given by eye 
witnesses are extant. 

The lava flows about whose point of origin there can be no doubt are of small extent, except those 
which came from ~fount Elephant and Fyans. Whether any of the earlier basalts came from the same 
vents we have no proof, but in certain cases it is evident that they did not originate at the ite of the 
nearest scoria cone: for in tance, the surface of the earlier ba alts to the north of the }fount Noorat 
flow dips towards the hill, not away from it. 

THE BcLLEX1.!ERRI TYPE OF HILL. 

Quite distinct in their configuration from the scoria ~ones which have ju::;t b~en de cribed are those 
hills surrounding Lakes Bullenmerri and Gnotuk .. To ~his da s belong the low n~s. surrounding Lakes 
Terang and Keilambete. In the district under con ideration this particular form of hill is always as ociated 
with a particular kind of lake. 

These hill are rounded and dome-like. They have gently sloping sides. and are quite unlike the 
steep scoria cone~. They consi t almo t entirel,y of bedded Hampden tu:ffs. and .in every case form a ring 
around a lake. Amongst the well bedded tu~s are larers of una orted coria, and there i an accumulati.on 
of ordinary scoria on the top of Bulle~1m_ern and at :Jfount Terang close_ to the lake of that name. 1

1

he 
Bullenmerri ring will be de cribed as it i the most stnking and best dissected by road cuttmg . 1he 
other are much lower, but imilar in other respect . 

The circle of hills around Lake Bullenmerri varie considerably in height at different point '. but 
everywhere rises well above the 'Y'.Lter and the urrounding plains. The lowest poi~t ism1 the 1:erk of land 
separating the two lakes, and is about 50 feet above the water. The highest pomt is occupied by the 

SOU-!. 

• Xotes on the Physical Geography, Geology, and llineralogy of Yictoria. Intercol. Exhibition Essnrs, i 66. 

]:; 
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public gardens, and rises 960 feet above sea level, and 4±0 feet above the lake. The outer slopes are gentle. 
but there is a st~ep slope towards the water, somewhat modified by landslips. This steep slope is continu~d 
below the water, and ends in a flat floor. The shape of the basin is quite unlike the funnel-like craters ill 
the scoria cones (see Plate I.). 

It is almost impossible to judge the clip of the tu:ffs from outerops on the escarpment, a they have 
been much modified by the lipping of the surface on the steep lopes where they are best exposed. Two 
road cuttings, which have been made since the completion of the mJ.p, expo e good sections. One is on the 
northern side of the road which runs from the public park acr ss the low divide between the two lak~s. 
The bedded tu:ff clip towards the water at about 20° to 23°. Some are very fine in texture, and others consISt 
of fragments ranging up to the size of a pea and rounded. The bedding is very distinct, and ejected blocks 
of basalt and more coarsely-grained basic rocks are common, ranging up to a couple of feet in diameter. 
:N"o volcanic bombs were seen. Plate 3, Fig. 2, gives an excellent idea of the bedding, dip, and included 
fragments. Sometimes these included blocks are pieces of fossiferoL1s marl from the marine series. We 
have already given our rea ons for believing the stratification of the tuffs was caused by the condensation 
of the steam which accompanied their ejection. The lowest bed seen in the section is a massive marine 
clay. · 

From the lowest part of this road another is being constructed to the water's edge, and the tu:ffs 
here seem to be horizontal. 

After crossing the lower ground the road continues up the western side of the rim. At the bottom 
of the hill the tu:ffs dip 12° E., but at this point no good sections are exposed. Further up the hill there 
is another cutting. The lowest beds are marine, with occasional fossils. Their junction with the overlying 
rock is hidden by gra s. Above this is the following succes ion, beginning at the lowest :-Basalt, about 
12 feet; agglomerate, rather coarse, and containing angular pieces of dolerite, through which runs a band of 
basalt, about 6 feet thick, and parallel to the general dip of the beds-it may be either a flow or a dyke ; 
bedded tu:ffs, about 5 feet thick; a stratum of light-coloured, unstratified material, which may be an 
ancient soil, about 1 foot thick ; a considerable thickness of tu:ff::i as far as the end of the cutting. All the 
beds dip about 10° W., away from the lake (Fig. 2, Pl. 5). 

Another cutting traverses the outer slopes of the hill along the Camperdown-Cobden railway line, 
and a little to the west of the section just described. The cutting is parallel to the strike of the beds, but 
the dip can be estimated by comparing opposite sides. The section is much obscured by grass, but sufficient 
can be seen to prove that the tu:ffs seen at each end of the cutting and the basalt in the middle all dip 
westward at about 10~ , like the beds just described. A feature of great interest is that the tuffs in places 
overlie an old laud surface with obscure plant remains (Fig. 1, Pl. 5). 

Several theories concerning these lake basins have been published. Brough Smyth,* in 1857, 
wrote-" Lakes Gnotuk and Bullenmerri, situated to the west of Mount Leura, are also, I believe, ancient 
craters." This explanation seems insufficient since they differ from the neighbouring depressions which 
are undoubtedly craters, in size, in depth, in shape, in the configuration of the surrounding hills, and in 
the materials composing them, and, moreover, the undoubted craters do not retain water. 

In speaking of these lakes, l\Ir. Selwyn saidt "some of these (such as Purrumbete, 150 feet deep, 
and only about 1± miles in diameter; Gnotuk, 300 feet deep, and still smaller; Terang and Keilambete, the 
banks of which are composed chiefly of beds of volcanic ashes) may perhaps have been the sites of old 
craters, but the evidence of their having been so is by no means so clear a;, it is r~specting the hills. I am 
rather inclined to think that many of them are accidental depressions due to other causes." Again,t "that 
certain features exhibited by some of them, viz., that the walls of the craters are formed of stratified 
layers of ash, dipping outwards at a low angle, seem to indicate the probability of their having been sub
aerial vents, forming low islands in the Tertiary seas, under the waters of which the lava streams flowed 
and even consolidated." 

Professor Gregory considered that they are depressions formed by subsidence in a widespread 
sheet of bedded tu:ff. He says,§ " The two best known lakes, which have been regarded as occupying 
volcanic crat(ers, are Bullenmerri and Gnotuk, to the south-west of Camperdowu. They both occur in 
steep-walled, flat-floored depressions in a down-shaped hill of bedded volcanic tuff. This volcanic material 
rests on a bed of clay that was formed beneath the sea. The volcanic tuffs have accumulated beneath 
water, and in most cases the material has been sorted and rounded by water action. The sides of the 
down-shaped hill, which encloses the lakes, do not represent the slopes of an old volcano. The hill is a 
remnant of a vast sheet of Yolcanic tu:ff that was once spread widely across the surrounding country. The 
existing slopes are simply due to denudation. The lake basins have been formed by a subsidence that has 
cut across the mass of tu:ff; this subsidence has made three great depressions. The one to the south is 
dry ; the second is occupied by Lake Bullenmerri, and the northern one by Lake Gnotuk. The three 
basins are separated by narrow transverse ridges." Again (p. 130, footnote), " It may be suggested, from 
.the occurrence of ejected blocks of old rocks on the shore of Lake Bullenmerri, that the lake covers an old 
volcanic vent, and that the lake basin should be regarded as a caldera. A caldera is a basin formed by 
subsidence in the surface of a volcanic mountain. The evidence in support of this view is, however, 
inadequate." 

While fully realizing the weight which must be attached to the opinion of such an eminent geologi8t 
as Professor Gregory, we Yenture, in the light of the fresh evidence which has been collected since the 
publication of his nluable work, to offer the following critici m, and to suggest another theory. 

• On the extinct Volcanoes of Yictoria, Australia. Quart. Journ. Geo!. Soc., Lond., Vol. XIV., 1858. 
t Note.; on the Geographf, Geology, and Mineralogy of Victoria. Intercolonial Exhibition Essays, 1866, p. 31. 
t Ibid., p. 34. 
§ The Geography of Yictoria, p. 127. Melb. [1904). 
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In the first place, we cannot accept the hypothesis that the country was once covered by a widespread 
sheet of tuff which accumulated beneath water, and which has been denuded away, leaving only the 
Bull?nmerri _hills t_o mark its former thickness. ·The dips of the tuffs exposed in the road cuttings are not 
?onsistent with this theory, for they are found to be inclined both toward the depression and away from 
it. Tuffs accumulated in the way suggested would be horizontally bedded, and the dip would be due to 
subs~qu~nt ea~th movements. ~he dip towards the lake might reasonably be considered to be caused by 
the sinking of its floor, if the basm was produced in that way, but the outward dip is quite another matter. 
The~e is no e~dence of folding-such as the bedded rocks outcropping along their line of strike for any 
considerable distance anywhere in the district-and there is little or no e\idence of folding in beds of the 
Newer Basalt period in other parts of Victoria. 

Again, we failed to observe any signs of denudation amongst the Yolcanic rocks sufficient to remove 
almost totally a widespread sheet of rock whose surface must once haYe been at least 600 feet above the 
present plains. Even if this denudation did occur, there is no reason why the Bullenmerri hills should 
have been preserved from the general destruction, for they are composed of rocks which very easily decay, 
and they are not crowned by any hard, protecting layer. 

Finally, the greatest objection to the theory is the constant association of the lakes of this type with 
a rim of bedded tu:ffs which rises above the general level of the plains. The origin of-both ba in and rim 
must be very closely connected. They cannot respectively be the result of such very distinct and inde
pendent causes as subsidence and denudation. 

We consider that the Bullenmerri ring of hills is the ba.:;al fragment of a tu:ff cone. The reasons 
have already been given for believing that the tuffs were not laid down under water, but acquired their 
bedding and their dip during the temporary action of the water which converted them into mud at the 
time of their ejection or very shortly aftenrnrds. Briefly, these reasons are-the interbedding of tuffs 
with layers of unbedded scoria or agglomerate; the peculiarities of bedding; the occurrence among them 
of old land surfaces with soils and plant remains; and the absence of freshwater and marine fossils. 

Cones formed of such bedded tuffs, some of them dipping at angles up to 25°, and originating in the 
manner suggested, have been described by Darwin* and other geologists in several parts of the world. 
The size and great number of the ejected blocks in the tuffs, or weathered out of them and now lying round 
the shore of the lake, are irrefutable evidence of the close proximity of a volcanic vent. That Mount Leura 
is not the vent from which they were hurled is proved by many of them being rocks of a type neYer found 
amongst the scoria of Mount Leura or any other of the scoria cones. 

The next point is the origin of the lake basins. Confining our attention for the moment to Lake 
Bullenmerri, the sihking which would produce this depression would be very remarkable, for the area 
affected is a little more than 2 square miles, and the floor lies 700 feet below the highest pa.rt of the rim and 
is bounded by steep sides. The formation of such a basin by the sinking of its floor has never been actually 
observed, but there are several historic inshnces of the formation of such depressions by great paroxy mal 
ex-plosions blowing away the upper part of a volcano, destroying the crater properly so,called, and leaving 
the lower slopes as a ring surrounding a great cavity. The stupendous explosions at Krakatoa in 1883 
and at Bandaisan in 1888 have shown how great cavities may be produced in a few hours. The Tarawera 
catastrophe, which destroyed the famous pink and white terraces in New Zealand in 1886, formed a chasm 
2,000 feet long, 500 feet broad, and 300 feet deep on the slopes of the mountain. 

We consider that this lake basin and the others similar to it ha·rn been produced by such explosions, 
and, in the case of the deeper lakes, that they have subsequently been modified by the sin1.ing of their 
floors owing to the adjustment of the strains caused by such an outburst. 

A similar explanation has been advanced by Mr. T. S. Hart to account for the formation of Tower 
Hill Lake.t 

PETROGRAPHICAL NOTES. 

THE BASALTS. 

General Notes. 

In a general survey of the basalts of the ~rea described, th~ feature most apparent is that the 
earlier basalts are on the whole, more coarse-gramed than those which were erupted dunng the last stages 
of the volcanic adtinty of the district. There are, of course, many exceptions to this general statement, 
but it must be observed that, although the finer-grained types are not very rare among the earlier ba alts, 
the coarser-grained yarieties are much more exceptional in the. latest series. It is quite po~silJle that the 
tructure of the rock depends largely on the volume of basal~ eiected, and the earlier flows. appear to ha\e 

been much more extensive than the more recent lavas which emanated from the ex1stmg vents. The 
finer-grained types are more basic than the others. It is often, extremely difficult to say in ~·hich group 
a basalt should be placed. The uppermost fl.ow from Harveys. 11ell (s~e below) and those mterbedded 
with the Hampden tuffs are much more like the later than t~e typical ~arher basalts, but have been classed 
with the latter since their origin cannot be traced to any existing scona cone. 

The minerals of which these rocks are composed are felspars, pyroxenes, olivine, and iron ores, and 
the decomposition products of these. mineral · are often present. In one slice taken from one of the la test 
lava flows from :Ht. Kurtweeton grams of quartz occur. 

The fel par most commonly present in all the basalts appears to. be. labradorite. It was deter
mined in a number of sections by measu~ements of ~he angle of obscurat10n m the z~nc perpendicular to 
(010), and in several instances, felspars which ":ere _t,Tilllled on b_oth ~he Carlsbad and al01te laws were fo~nd 
cut in suitable positions to give concurrent extmctions and readings m the two halves of the C,ulsbad t"!us. 
In some instances the angle was measured on (010). In some of the coarser types a zonary structure l::t 

·esent and the outer zone then appears to be andesine. In one case the predommant felspar appeaTS to be 
t~ownite. All these felspars occur as well-defined lath-shaped crystals of various sizes, but in addition 

• Geological Observations on Volcanic Islands, Chap. V. The Galapagos Islancls: Craters of Tuff. 
t Viet. Naturalist, xvn., 1901. 

B 2 
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to them another felspar is 1er.> commonly present though it is by no means abundant : it i allotriomorphic, 
u.ntfilnned or simply hYiuned, of low refractin index, and has no definite point of extinction, but is traversed 
hv a dark shadm> as it i reYolYed between cros ed nicols. It has eYidentlY been the last mineral to 
L;\stallize out. Siuce anorthoclase occurs comrnonl1 amono- foe coria of the cones, the idea suggests 

~ 0 .._...._ 

- _elf that this also may be anorthocla e or pota b.-oligoclase. The rock :111al>-ses present no ohiPction to 
tis ne\\. Ofo-inc occur in all the rocks examined. except in a rather peculiar t~-pe of ba"alt from 
l army's I\ dl, which lies near the cm s roads, a little to the north of Lake Gnotuk, and one of the later 
b tsalts fi0rn a quarry in Allotment XYII., 3, parish of Glenormi ton. It i generallr Yery abundant, and 
o curs as "-ell defined cr:;-stals, cry tals that haYe been deeply eaten into b>- the magma, or angular grains. 
It is Ut.ually larger than the other mineral" 6f the rock in "·hich it i found. It Yarie from the clear 
u .taltered mineral to the completely decomposed stages. The change usuallv begins filth the appearance 
oi a narro"· rim of iron-staining around the edges : thi extends until the \\hole mineral is con1erted into 
a red-bro\\11 substance, composed of parallel fibres or lamelhe, which is lightly pleochroic, and has a much 
luwer refracfrrn index than the original ofowe. The pseudomorph become" dark onr it whole area at 
the same instant in polarized light, and is probably the sub tance known as iddingsite. The conT"ersion 
of o'..i1ine into serpentine is rather uncommon in this district, but i occasionally observed. The augite 
of the bas:ilts is commonly the violet-bro\\n, titanium-rich Yariety; colourless form also occur. but the.\' 
appear to be confined to the phenocryst in the later flows. The augite often forms the bulk of the ground 
ma in the fine-grained basalts, and it is then either granular or forms minute prisms. In the rocks of 
coarser texture it is either developed in irregular plates, which .in close the felspars, or it fills the spaces 
between them, and it al o occurs as phenocrysts in Vl'hich the crystal form is more or less perfect. Other 
ferro-mague ian minerals, uch a" hornblende and mica, do not occur. The iron ores are abundant a a 
rule, and are of con iderable interest. Three distinct forms are found; little cubes and equidimen ional 
grains; elong1ted forms; and skeleton cry"tals and fern-like growths, generall~· minute. The first Yariety, 
magnetite or titaniferous iron, i the most common, and occurs in practicall>- all the basalts evenly 
distributed through the mass. The elongated forms in the basalt from Harvey's Well, PL 10, fig. l, appear in 
the micro-section as slender black needles, which may be as much as;!- inch long, and are sometimes grouped 
together as skeleton crystals. The thinnest parts are translucent and deep brown in colour, so tha.t the 
mineral is ilmenite. In the drusv ca\-ities in this basalt the ilmenite can be seen in the form of thin black 
pol_\-gonal plates. Ilmenite of th.is form occurs in many of the other ba alts, but it is not so well developed. 
The little fern-like gro\\ths aTe most common in the fine-grained grow1dma s of the later basalts. Apatite 
is conspicuous in none of these rocks, although the analyse shm\' that in some of them the phosphorous 
is considerably in e:s:cess of the average content for basalt . The occurrence of quartz is discussed with 
the fragmental rocks. It is· rather curious that many of the minerals found in the bombs and amongst 
the scoria do not appear to occur in the basalt ; hornblende, for in tance, was not observed in any of 
them. In many of the basalt there are large " olivine secretions." which are alma t identical \\-ith the 
nuclei of many of the bombs found among the scoria of the cones; they appear to be .ipther more abundant 
in the later than in the earlier types. 

The coarser-grained varieties are generally dark-grey in colour, mling to the occurrence of little 
white felspar laths that can be easily seen "ith the naked eye among the darker minerals. On \\eathering 
they become stained with a coating of brown limonite, derived from the decomposition of the oli\-ine, 
which is generally found to be the on~y mineral \\hich has undergone any serious alteration. The fi.ner
grained yarieties are almost black, especially when fresh. The completely glassy forms (tachylite) are 
rare, although the original surfaces of the basalts, where preserved, are generally composed of nry glassy 
rock. Some of the bas1lts, especially in the neighbourhood of Mts. Noorat and Elephant, have a peculiar 
Yariolitic aspect, due to the occurrence of light-coloured pots in the darker material. These spots are 
about the size of a split pea, but di appear when the rock is ground do\\n for microscopic examination. 
Wilen a little weathered, this basalt breaks into a granlly mass when struck with a hammer. 

An examination of the anal~-ses given on p. 28, shows that the finer-grained varietie are more 
basic than those of coarser texture . The silica contents of these rocks is decidedlv below that of the 
average olivine basalt ; the silica contents of the coarser varieties is rather above ·it, but the mean of 
the six analyses i very close to the general average for .rocks of this class. The fine-grained types are 
richer in magnrsia and lime than the others, and nry considerably richer in these sub tances than the · 
average basalt. They approach limburgites in composition. The titanium is high, as it is in many 
Yictorian rocks ; it occurs partly as titauiferous iron or ilmenite and partly in the augites. The occurrence 
of an appreciable amount of nickel and cobalt in all the rocks analysed is worthy of remark. 

In the following detailed description of thin slices of typical basalts. the specimens are grouped. as 
earlier and later basalts. the terms being u eel in the sense already specified. Some of the coarser types 
might be de cribed as dolerites. 

The Earlier Basalts. 

1. Han-ey' Well, S.W. corner of Allotment XXYI., parish of Colongulac, a little north of Lake Gnotuk. 
-This "-ell, \\hich i 70 feet deep, exposes a section of three basalt flo\\s, one aboYe the other, underlyin" 
the Hampden tuff, which form the surface bed, 15 feet thick. The flows are separated from one anothe~ 
by soft decomposed rock, leayi.ng about 40 feet of solid basalt in all. The lowest fl.ow consists of a .coarse 
grained holocr3·stalline ba alt, of eYen texture, composed of lath-shaped plagioclases, granular augite, 
ofo·ine completely altered to iddingsite and often quite opaque from ixon staining, and some iron ores, 
both of the equidimensional and elongated types. The untwinned felspar referred to above also occurs. 
In the lower part of this fl.ow the decomposition has resulted in the production of green serpentine from 
the olivine. The 0Yc1l:ing fl.ow con i ts of a very striking rock (Fig. 1, Pl. 10). I t is coarse-grained and 
holocrptalline, ''-ith ophitic structure, and under the microscope resembles an intrusive rather than an 
effasi -e r rk. 'l'he f 'lspars are lath-shaped, and reach ~ inch in length; they are sometimes twinned on 
both the al bite and Carlsbad laws, and a suitably cut section of this kind gave concurrent readings of 10° 
and 30° for the extinctions on the two halves, and is therefore bytownite of about the composition 
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Ab1An4 . The felspars readily gelatinize with acids, and contain many little acicular crystals, probably, for 
t~e J:?-OSt part; apatite. The untwinned felspar with the cloudy extinction also occur::;. The augite is the 
t1tamum-bearmg variety, and encloses the other minerals ophiticallv. The most remarkable feature is the 
abundance of rods of ilmenite up to l inch long, evidently sections of crystals flattened parallel to the base; 
skele~on c.ryst~Js . of this mineral are al o common. This rock is quite free from oli 1-ine. The topmost 
fl.01~ is qmte distmct m character from tho. e below it (sec :Fig. 2, Pl. 10, and Analysis Xo. 7). It i fine
gramed and of even texture, and consists of a base of little felspar laths and granular augite through which 
larger. c:yst~ls of olivine are scattered. The second felspar is fairly abundant, though not conspicuous. 
!he ohv_me is, as a r~le , perfectly fresh, and when it has been altered gives rise to green serpentine, and no 
iron stauung. The iron ores are plentiful as little equidimen ional crystals and grains eYcnly sea ttered 
~hrough the rock. There is a little re idual glass, which is in part devitrified and greenish. This basalt 
I compact and free from vesicles, unlike tho. e below it. Its chemical composition, as well as it texture 
and freshness, ally it to the later ba alts . 

2. From the cliffs forming the south boundary of the depression in 11-hich l\It. Leura tands.-This 
basalt is porphyritic, with a verv fine-o-rained groundmas consistino- of an aQ:<rre<rate of granules of auo-ite, 

• - • t"I u ......,o e- 0 

a httle felspar, and some glass with thickly cattered grain of iron ore. Through this are scattered larger 
la~h-shaped fel pars, grain and crystals of oliYine, and some groups of augite grains. One of the felspars, 
with Carlsbad and albite tl'>inning combined, gave concurrent ob curations of about 1±.5° and 33°, corres
ponding . to labradorite of the compo ition Ab 2 An 3 • The olivine is usually conYerted into iddingsite, and. 
is sometimes quite opaque from staining \Yith limon.ite. 

3. From cliff on the cast side of Lake Bullenmerri.-A rather fine-grained basalt, consisting of 
plagioclase, augite, olivine, and iron ore . The bulk of the felspar is in the form of small crystals in the 
base, but through this some larger cr:rntals arc scattered. The augite is granular and small. Tlte olivine 
occur as grains which are more or less altered to iddingsite. The iron ore occurs as small grain and 
elongated forms. Another slice from the same locality showed a similar basalt, a little coarser in texture, 
and with rather more abundant iron ore of the elongated form. 

4. Near the outhern encl of Lake Gnotuk.-A holocrystalline coarse-grained basalt, of even texture. 
The twinned felspar lath are labradorite, giving symmetrical extinction angle up to 26°. The untwinned 
allotriomorphic felspars are fairly common ; some of them evidently vary in chemical composition in 
different parts of the same crystal, one, for instance, extinguishing at about 0° near its periphery and at 
about 18° near its centre. The oliYine, which is moderately abundant, is largely iron stained and altered 
t? iddingsitc. The augite is granular and plentiful, and the iron ore occurs both as grains and elongated 
pieces. 

5. Quarry near Lake Colongulac (southern end).-A holocrystalline basalt, moderatel,1 fine-grained. 
The most abundant mineral i augite, which occurs in the granular form . The usual twinned felspar laths 
are plentiful, but the anhedral felspar is absent. OliYine is moderately abundant as grains, and is in part 
altered to green or iron-stained serprntine, especially along certain lines. The iron ore occurs as grains 
scattered evenly through the ma s. One idiomorphic felspar crystal of considerable size compa1'ed to 
the other minerals occurs, but is unsuitable for exact determination. 

6. M:arida Y allock.-The next group of specimen to be described was collected from various part 
of the large area of basalt, part of which forms the platform from which the scoria cone of Ewan's Hill 
rises, and which may have originated at or near the site of that hill. It occupies most of the 
parish of Marida Y allock, and gives rise to a very' fertile soil. • 

(a) Terang-Camperdown road, Quarry near Allotment XY. , parish of l\Iarida Yallock, 3 miles 
from Camperdown. Slice No. 1312, Pl. 8, Fig. 2, Analysis No. ±.-A coarse-grained holocrystalline basalt, 
of even texture. The twinned felspar laths are labradorite, giving symmetrical extinctions up to 30°, and 
the untwinned felspar is fairly common. Olivine is abundant, both as crystals and grains, and, as a rule, 
is much iron stained and partly altered to iddingsite. The augite is granular, and not Yery plentiful, and 
occasionally encloses some felspar. The iron ore occur both as grains and elongated pieces. 

(b) One mile from Boorcan Railway Station, on the Geelong-road.-A coarse-grained olivine basalt, 
with a little residual glas . The oli1·inc is quite fresh, except for a narrow iron-stained selvage. It has 
crystallized out into 1\'"cll-shaped forms. and these have been sub equently deeply eaten into by the molten 
m~o-ma, so that they often appear to enclose the other mineral . The felspar is of the usual type, but there 
see~s to be little or none of the untwinned variety. The augite is granular, and the iron ore elongated 
and in skeleton crystals ; both these minerals are rather less plentiful than in the average basalt. 

(c) l\'It. Emu Creek, near southern boundary of the map.-Thc t1V"o slices of basalts from this locality 
arc very similar to (a) abon. The elongated iron ores are translucent in places, and are then clovc-Lrown 
in colo{1r · this shows that thev are ilmenite. 

(d)'. The old platform o£Ewan' Hill.-This is proba_bly a lit.tle _:yo_unger in age than the basalts just 
described from the same area, but belongs to the same senes. It is s1m1lar to (a) and (c), except that the 
auo·ite (titaniferous) is larger and encloses the felspars ophitically. 

0 

(e) Quarry, near "\Yater Reserve, Allotme_nt XII., parish of Marida Y~l~ock.-A similar ba alt, with 
<rranular auo-ite. The keleton crystals of ilmemte, though not large, are stnkmg. 
0 

Near
0
Lake Terang.-(a) Quarry on east shore of Lake Terang. Slice No. 1292, Pl. 9, Fig. 1, analysis 

No. 5.-A moderately coarse-grained, holocry talline, ophitic olivine basal~ .. T.he felspars are of the ~sual 
varieties both twinned and untwinned forms being present, and the augite rndiv1duals arc often of consider
able size'. The augite is practically all altered to iddingsite, and, as is the case in n~a:Iy al~ th.e si;ircimens 
examined is the only mineral that appears to have undergone a chanp-e. The non ore is 1lmemte m e1ongated 
forms, and is not particularly common. This stone has been used for building the church which stands 

near the quarry. . . 
(b) A little south of Lake Tcrang.-S1milar to No. 1292. . 
(c) Half-a-mile e"'st of L:ike Terang.-A moderately fine-gramed basalt, containing residual glass. 
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The most abundant mineral is titaniferous augite, "hich forms minute prisms. The felspars appear t? be 
the usual varieties, and crystals of olivine are plentiful and unaltered, except for a narrow iron-stamed 
marginal rim. The iron ore occurs as grains and crystals, scattered throughout the Ii.de. The glass is 
full of trichites. This slice has rather the appearance of the later basalts than of the earlier series. 

7. Near Kolora, north-1\est of :Ht. Noorat. Slice No. 1311, PL 8, Fig. 1, Analysis No. 6.-A holo
crystalline, moderately coarse-grained basalt. Both types of felspar occur, the untwinned form being 
plentiful. The lath-shaped plagioclase with repeated twinning is labradorite. The abundant olivine crystals 
and grains are in part converted into iddingsite. The augite is of a very light tint, and gives an extinction 
up to 40°, and the iron ores are abundant, and tend to assume an elongated form. This i a representative 
of the earlier basalts \\hich occur largely in the parishes of l\lortlake, Woori"}'rite, and Kilnoorat, and to 
the north, largely covered with buckshot gravel. 

8. Quarry, Allotment XVII., 2, parish of Glenormiston.-Similar to No. 1311, but the olivine is 
sometimes deeply eaten into by the groundmass. From beneath the buckshot. 

9. Parish of Kilnoorat, near north boundary (Allotment XXVI.).- Similar to No. 1311, but a litt 
finer in texture. From beneath the buckshot. 

10. Brennen's Well, Allotment III., 15, parish of Glenormiston. See Pl. 9, Fig. 2.-This specimen was 
·collected at a depth of 90 feet from tlie surface, and is from the basal part of the earlier basalts. It has 
been much altered, and the hand specimen, "hich is traversed with numerous fine veins of calcite, is 
greenish-black in colour, and resemhles melaphyr or serpentine; felspar is recognisable on its surface, 
but the other minerals arc ob;:;cure. The microscope reYeals a basic felspar containing many needle-like 
inclusions, but very much decomposed. The olivine is completely altered into serpentine ; calcite and 
other carbonates are also present as decompo ition· products. There are some scattered grains of iron 
ore. This rock has undergone more alteration than any of the others examined. 

The Later Basalts. 

1. l\It. Noorat Basalt Flows.-(a) Quarry, Allotment XII., 3, parish of Glenormiston.-A fine
grained basalt with few phenocryst . It consists largely of an intimate admixture of minute prisms of 
titanium-bearing augite and felspar, a good deal of which is untwinned and ill-defined in shape and of later 
growth than the au¢.te, which it often incloses ; little cubes of iron ore are evenly and plentifully distributed 
throughout the rock. Olivine is rather rare, but there are a moderate number of grains and crystals of 
augite, largPr than the other minerals, embedded in the groundmass. These grains are generally sub
angular. and in one place there is a mosaic of little augite grains which eYidentl.r represents a large crystal 
which has been shattered and partly absorbed. An example of the principal lava flows from Mt. Noorat. 

(b) l\It. Noorat, north side.-A very :fine-grained basalt. The groundmass examined with a high 
power appears to consist of a rather den e violet-brown substance (resolved by polarized light into gla s 
and minute augite ), through which are distributed abundant grains of iron ore and scattered felspar laths. 
Oli\ine is abundant as well-defined crystals, but more commonly as grains, the larger of which have been 
generally more or less re-absorbed by the magma. One phenocryst of felspar with rather fine repeated 
twinning is present, but it is unsuitable for more specific determination. In another slice a imilar felspar 
occurs, whose centre is crowded with inclusions of iron ore and augite. An example of one of the latest 
flows ; it took place during the explosive period. Such flows are generally quite mall in extent, and have 
rugged surfaces. The basalts on the northern and western sides of Mt. Noorat are (qiical examples of 
them. These lavas are generally dark in colour and finely vesicular. 

2. Camperdown.-Quarry immediately west of the Show Ground. Slice No. 1291, PL 11, Fig. 2, anlavsis 
~o. 9.-A fine-grained basalt, with little or no residual glass. The groundmass con ist largely of miD'ute 
prisms and grains of titn-nium-bearing augite, with plentiful iron ores, which occur as minute skeleton 
growths and larger rectangular crystals, and a little felspathic matter. Through this are cattered 
numerous plagioclase laths, generally with fine twin strire, a little untwinned felspar and aµgite, and plentiful 
olivine grains and crystals. A lath-shaped fel par, apparently nearly parallel to (010), became ob cure at 
~~ , indicating bytownite. 

3. 1It. Kurtweeton.-A fine-grained basalt, in which the finest part of the groundmass confrts of 
minute augites and ill defined felspars. "ith plentiful grains of iron ore. Through this are scattered numerous 
little plagioclase laths, a little unh,·iuned felspar, and mall grains and crystals of olivine. The larcre 
constituents, of which oli,·ine is nry much the commonest, are moderately plentiful, and consist of olivi~e 
and faintly-coloured augite, rather rare felspar, and a couple of grains of quartz. All the olivine is 
surrounded by a narrow iron-stained zone; the augite is usually in the form of well-shaped crystals; most 
of the fclspar is confined to a group of fa~·ly large lath-.shaped crystals ; and ~he quartz grains are partly 
re-absorbed and arc surrounded by a react10n zone. This occurrence of quartz m ba alt i very interesting, 
and is again referred to on page 25. 

4. l\It. Koang (Cole's Hill), Allotment XYIII., parish of Koort-Koort-Nong.-Yer.\- imilar to the 

1
ast, but contains no quartz. 

5. Ewan's Hill.-A fine-grained, scoriaceous ba alt, containing many phenocryst . The ground ma 8 
consists largely of a dense glass of violet-brown colour, containing small augites and plentiful little 
plagioclase laths, and ver}: a buri~ant gr.ains of iron ore. The phenocrysts are crystal and grain of olivine 
and augite; the latter mmeral is considerably more abundant than the former. This is rather unusual 
in the basalts of this district. It generally exhibits sharply-defined crystal outlines, but may be more 
or les!I irregular in ahape. Jt is almost colonrle~"· ~nd ?~tingui11hP11 ~t: angkR np t:a 42" in th~ 11i>11tiC1ne 
f l th priiu 11,ti p:onoi whi h WPr :rn A1111rad, 
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?· Mt. Terang.-The quarry facing north, near the top. Slice No. 1290, Pl. 11, Fig. l.; Pl. 5, Fig. 2, 
Ana~ysIB N?. 8.---:--A fine-~ained basalt. The groundmass consists largely of glass and little titanium
~eanng augite, mth some ill-defined fel. pars and plentiful iron ore, " ·hich occur either as beautiful fern
hke ~kelet~n. crystals or as larger, but still small, cubes. Through this are scatterc<l fol par laths and 
plentiful olivme, generally in the form of well-shaped crystals, and usually smrounded by a nanow iron
stamed border. Augit~ is rare among the phenocrysts. Tue de-veloptnent of the forn-like crystal of iron 
ore appears to han taken place most readily in the Yicinity oi the steam cavities which penetrate this rock. 

7. Darlington-road, north-west of Tcrang.-Quarry. A fine-grained basalt, consisting of a groundmass 
composed of glass, granular augite, some allotriomorphic untwinned felspar, -very numerous little lath
shaped .plag10cl~se , and grains of iron ore. Through this are scattered fairly plentiful grains of olivine 
and a little .augite. The interesting feature about this ]Jasalt is that it present a pustular or nriolitic 
appearance m .the ma ·s, the surface being conred \nth little spots lighter in colour than the general mass. 
No trace of this structme can be een under the micro cope . 

. 8. Mt. Elephant.-A :fine-grained basalt, of even texture. It consists of the usual minerals, but the 
i:ntwmned felspar is rather abundant, and the rock has scattered through it numerous colomless neeclle
hke crystals, which may be apatite. 

THE FRAG)IENTAL ROCKS. 

General Notes. 
In the preceding pages the fragmental rocks have been diYided into two groups-the Hampden 

tuffs. and the material of the scoria hills-and the petrological details will be given under the same two 
headings. 

. The main body of the Hampden tuffs consists of well stratified beds, ranging in texture from layers 
which resemble a fine sandstone to others in which the fragments are as large as a pea. They are soft rocks, 
dark grey in colour, and often iron-stained. The individual fragments seen by the naked eye are more or 
less rounded pieces of rock, with scattered cleavage flakes of black hornblende and white felspar, Under 
the microscope the rock fragments are seen to be basalts of \arious textures set in a more or less decom
posed aggregate of volcanic dust, together with small mineral fra.gments. It is a noteworthy fact that some 
of these tuffs contain quartz-bearing basalt and numerous fragments of quartz scattered through the 
groundmass (see detailed description below). 

In certain places the Hampden tuffs contain vast numbers of ejected blocks, ranging in size from 
an inch or two across to masses a ton or more in "'eight. Many of them are formed of basalt without any 
distinctive structural featmes to differentiate it from the surface basalt flows, but many of them are formed 
of essexite, an alkali gabbro which has not previously been recorded in Victoria. It is a dark-grey rock, 
which weathers to a lighter shade on the surface, and varies in textme from coarsely crystalline to aphanitic. 
The component minerals are orthoclase, labradorite, and monoclinic pyroxene, with varying minor 
proportions of hornblende and biotite, abundant apatite, iron ores in fairly large and well-developed 
crystals or skeleton growths, and an isotropic mineral, probably analcite. The analyses (Nos. 1 and 2) are 
given side by side with Washington's analysi (No. 3) of essexite from the type locality. It will be seen 
that the alkalies in the Bullenmerri rocks are comparatiYely low, but they come well within the limits given 
in analyses of rocks classified under this heading from other localities, and the soda exceeds the potash, 
as it does in the type rock. The relative proportions of lime and magnesia are also typical. A somewhat 
similar rock, from near Solvsberget in the Christiania area, has been described by Professor Bragger* ; it 
forms part of the series in which siilYsbergite occurs. The idea naturally presents itself that the essexitc> 
may be torn from some deep-seated repreaentatiYe of the Macedon series of rocks, of which solvsbergite 
is a typical example. Other ejected block , genrrally of smaller size, consist of peridotite and pyroxenite; 
some of them may be basic concretions formed in the basalt magma. l\Iasses of basalt are abundant. The 
beach at Lake Bullenmerri, which is a ba in in the e rocks, consists of grains of olivine, cliopside, and other 
ferro-magnesian minerals, felspar, garnet, and a little quartz ; and in places contains many small fossil 
shells washed out from the Cainozoic beds, which outcrop along the shore line, as well as shells of the little 
molluscs which are now living in the waters in great numbers. 

The Scoria hills consist for the most part of rough, angular pieces of vesicular basalt, which is formed 
largely of a purplish brown gla s crowded with microliths of felspar and iron ores, and contains larger 
scattered crystals of augite and olivine. Amongst this are very numerous bombs, which generally have a 
nucleus of some material other than basalt forming a large proportion of their mass. The nucleus generally 
consists largely of olivine, with more or less augite, hypersthene, diopside, hornblende, garnet, and picotite; 
sometimes the pyroxene may predominate or the nucleus may consist consist largely of felspar and quartz, 
of a single crystal of augite, or of an angular piece of sedimentary rock. Cleavage fragments of felspar, 
sub-angular granular masses of olivine, and other ferro-m~gnesian minerals are s?attered among the bombs 
and scoria. The olivine nodules are either green or red m colour ; the red variety appears to be derived 
from the green by the alteration of the outer coating of the olivine into iddingsite. In all cases where the 
test was tried the olivine rem11;ined practically unaltered before the blow-pipe, neither fusing nor becoming 
magnetic, and is therefore the species chrisolite and not fayalite. 

Ejected Blocks. 

Essexites.-Slices Nos. 1288, 1307, and 1308. Ejected block about 3 feet across, north end of Lake 
Bullenmerri. Analysis No. 1.-The specimen from "·hich these slices were cut is a coarse-grained essexite 
in which the component minerals range from an eighth to a quarter of an inch in length. The most 
conspicuous mineral is black pvroxen·e, "·hich is irregular in shape, but often roughly prismatic. It is 
rather less abundant than the felspars, the individ1ial crystals of which are not very clearly marked off' 
from one another, though numerous bright cleavage faces show that many of the felspars haYe a prismatit: 
habit, and are zoned and sometimes simply twinned. Occasional grains of olivine can b3 cbstinguiahed. 

• w, c. Bro.:n;er, Q.J,G.s., r..., lBQ!, pp. la, 1 P, 
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"C'nder the microscope the rock is een to be holocrystalline and hypidimorphic in tructure, and to 
consist of ilmenite (or m:i.gnetite), oliYine, augite, soda-augite, labradorite, orthocla e, analcite, a little 
biotite, and apatite. The :first mineral to crystallize out was the ilmenite or titanic iron ore, which occurs 
a grains or skeleton crystal growths little inferior in size to the other mineral . I t is fairly plentiful, and 
a ociatecl with it are the few mall flakes of biotite which occur in this rock. This was followed by the 
n.patite, \Yhich is plentiful and forms slender rods, some of them fairl5· large. Grains, or rather irregular 
crystali!, of olivine are scattered thr0ngh the rock, but it is b.v no means so plentiful as the pyroxene; it is 
a littl e iron-stained near the edges and along some of th e cracks, hut i otherwi e practically unaltered. 
The pyroxene has the purplish-brown tint characteristic of the Yarieties containing titanium, is practically 
non-pliochroic , and ob cure at angles ranging up to 33° from the vertical axis; it may . therefore, be 
identified as titanium-bearing augite. It generally forms rather irregular pri ms, and sometimes surrounds 
felspar, so that, at least in part, it has cr.vstallized out after them. A green, slightly pleochroic p}-roxene 
also occurs, but is much inferior in size and quantity ; extinction angles ranging up to 35° were measured 
in the prism zone, so that it is probably aigerine-augite. The felspars. ll"hich form the bulk of the rock, 
are of interest as amongst them is found the rather unusual combination of orthoclase and labradorite. 
The plagioclases are idiomorphic and elongated parallel to the al bite twin lamellai ; twinning of the pericline 
and Carlsbad types also oi;curs. One section, twinned according to both the albite and Carlsbad laws, and 
cut almost perpendicular to the lamell::e, gave concurrent obscuration angles of 32° and 16° ; the felspar 
i therefore labradorite of about the compo ition Ab 2 An~. Symmetrical extinctions measured in ix 
sections cut perpendicular to the lamellm, and in which albite tfilnning only was developed, ranged from 
20° to 32°. The e angle point to a felspar at lea t as basic as labradorite; but some of the crystals merge 
into a more acid variety around their ;periphery, and they are often surrounded by a zone of orthoclase, 
into which the albite lamellre, of course, do not penetrate. Orthoclase occur as anhedral cry tals between 
the other minerals, and ometimes surrounding them, and is sometimes simply tfilnned. The isotropic 
miner~l , which is not very abundant, i colourless and without cleavage, but is generally traversed by a 
reticulation of short cracks ; its refractin index is about the same as that of sodalite. I t show no trace 
of decompo ition, and is evidently not a secondary mineral. It usually occurs filling the space between 
two other minerals, often in the angle between two intersecting felspars, but some pieces show distinct 
traces of their crystal form. This is brought into prominence by treating the slice with dilute hydrochloric 
acid, which gelatinizes the surface of this mineral. and then taining filth malachite green (Pl. 1±, Fig. 1) . 
The idiomorphic sections are about equidimensional, and have six or eight sides. In the stained preparation 
they are marked by zones of colour parallel to the edges, showing that the mineral is not homogeneous in 
composition, but con ists of concentric shells which are gelatinized by the acid to variou degrees; ome 
of these zones are feebly bi-refringent . :Micro-chemical tests were tried with negative results, for chlorine, 
which would indicate the miner.al to be sodalite, and for 80 3 , which \Yould indicate hauyne or nosean. The 
0nly other mineral " ·hich it i likely to be is analcite; and the optical anomalie . the slight Yariations in 
-:hemical composition indicated by the varying degree of gelatinization, and the outline of the sections of 
·'liomorphic cry tals, all support this determination, although the refractive index seems, if anything, rather 
ww. The chemical analysi of the rock (No. 1) also seems to exclude the members of the odalite group, 
ror the presence of 1 per cent. of these minerals in the rock (a moderate estimate, judging from the 
LU;cro-slices) should give the fol!O\ving amounts* of chlorine or 0 3 in the analysi of the whole rock :-

Sodalite 
Hauyne 
:N" os~an 
Actual result 

Cl ~~ -

0.03 to 0.07 

Le than 0.01 
I 

I 
I 

Os ~~. 

0.08 to 0.12 
0.07 to 0.11 
Le s than 0.01 

EYcn if the amount of the mineral present were on!_\· half of 1 per cent., the amount of Cl or 0 3 
should be more than a trace (O.Dl per cent. or Jes ), unless it were sodalite exceptionally poor in chlorine. 

Some of the isotropic mineral assumes a blue tint when stained, while the rest i green; thi may 
~udicate the pre ence of hvo minerals closely re embling one another. There doe not seem to be any 
nepheline pre ent. 

Rlice Xo. 1289. Anal.\·si Xo. 2.-Thi · also formed a part of an ejected block of considerable 
size neir the north end of Lake Bullenmerri. It i ' rather a fine-grained rock, and the minerals can scarcelv 
l)e distinguished in the hand specimen, but it can be seen to be c~mposed largely of fel par and a dark ferr;
;:nagnesian mineral with fairl_v- plentiful grains of yellowish olivine. Under the microscope the same 
minerals which occur in :N" o. 1288 are ob ernd. The olivine is fair].\· plentiful and very little decomposed, 
and forms larger cry tals than the augite; and the latter mineral gi,·es extinction angle up to H 0

• Apatite 
needles are rather more plentiful than in the coarser-grained variet_\·. 

Several other specimens from the same locafity were examined, and were all verv similar thouah 
there i3 a considerable range in the coarseness of their texture. • ometimes the pyroxene is purplis'h-bro\~n 
~hading off intJ a greenish tint towards the edge, or it may be wholly greenish. In both these cases the 
extinction ranges up to H 0

, so that it is augite or diopside, and not mgerine. In some ca es it is almost 
colourles3. T11·inn.ing is s:)lnetimcs met with. The olivine ma_\· be rather scarce or nearly as plentiful a~ 
the pyroxene, and the biotite may be absent, or Yer_\· rare, but it is occa ionally scattered all through the 
rocl·. The analcite may inclose needles of apatite and is evidently a primary mineral. 
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Eas_alts.-Basalt occurs frequently a ejected blocks of all sizes. ::\lany of them are aphanitic, 
but contam pheuocrysts of felspar and ferro-magnesian minerals. A typical example contains rather 
scarce felspar and augite and scattered grains of olivine. The felspar i colourless and glassy, and up to 
!-inch aero s, and the hordblende is black, rounded, and partly re-absorbed. "Under the microscope the 
bulk of the rock (:Slice ~o. 297) consi ts of a rather opaque glass, throuo-h which is scattered a great number 
of little grains of magnetite or ilmenite, and larger grains or crystals of olivine and pyroxene. The felspar 
mostly occurs as very small microliths, but there is a rounded phenocryst of an unstriated and indeter
minable felspar, and near the edge the shattered remains of a large augite crystal. A somewhat similar 
basalt (Slices Nos. 296 and 299), without the porphyritic minerals, contain occa ional rather rounded 
grains of coffee-brown spinel (picotite) surrounded by an opaque black border, formed, at lea t in part, of 
grains of iron ore. 

Picrite.-Picrite i not a Yery common rock in the Hampden tuffs. A t>'pical specimen comists 
of a coarse-grained, almost black rock, composed largely of 'black pyroxene, with some green pyroxene 
and mica, and a very little felspar. In the mall cavities these minerals present bright crystal faces. 
Under the microscope (Slice No. 312) it is seen to be holocrystalline, and to con. ist largely of a mosaic 
practically colourle s augite, in which decomposition is beginning ; moderately plentiful olivine, iron 
stained along the edges and partly decompo ed to serpentine and calcite; light yellowish-brown basaltic 
hornblende or barkevikite, strongly pleochroic (yellowish-brown to deep brown), with extinctions up to 
5° ; and rather rare biotite, almo t the same colour as the hordblende, but even more strongly pleochroic. 
The remains of a single large felspar occurs; it is unt\Yinned, and give a shado"'Y extinction in different 
parts when rotated, and i indeterminable ; a few rather short prisms of apatite are included within it. 
Iron ores are practically absent. 

Pyroxenite.-The pecimen from which lice No. 313 was cut is dark in colour. and consi ts of a 
granular aggregate of dark-green pyroxene, through "'hich pink garnets are plentifully scattered. The 
grains are about one-twentieth to one-fortieth of an inch across. Under the micro cope none of the diopside 
shows any trace of crystal outline ; its colour i Yery faint green, and it i not pleochroic ; its extinction 
ranges up to 45°. Most of the grains are optically uniform OYer their whole surface, but some are marked 
by repeated narrow twin strire making an angle of about 70" with the prismatic clearnge in sections parallel 
to the axes a and c, and is therefore parallel to the basal pinacoid. The grains of garnet, which are nry 
pale pink, are traversed by the usual characteristic crack , but are quite unaltered and are free from 
optical anomalies. There is no sign of crystal outline, and they are free from inclu ions. Iron ores and 
other minerals are absent. Attached to thi's rock, which is allied to eclogite, is a partial coating of 
basalt similar to that already described. 

Peridotite.-A typical specimen (Slice No. 311) is holocrystalline and granular; IJractically the 
whole rock consists of a mosaic of olivine grains which are perfectly unaltered, clear, and colourless. Some 
pyroxene occurs as an allotriomorphic infilling between the olivine grains, and eYidently embraces two 
species, one light green and the other colourless. The former is lightly pleochroic, from faint sea green 
to a more yellowi h tint, and extinguishe between cros ed nicols at angles ranging up to 37" for sectio11s 
in the prism zone, and is therefore diopside. The colourless pyroxene obscure in the zero p0sition, and is 
the rhombic species enstatite. I ron ores are absent. The rock might be described as lherzolite (PL 12, 
Fig. 2). 

Another is a dark, coarse-grained, heavy rock, composed of yellow granular olivine and black 
pyroxene, which is generally irregular in shape. "Under the microf)cope ( 'lice Ko. 293), about half the 
rock is seen to be formed of pyroxene, and the rest of olivine and basaltic hornblende, with a few large 
grains of iron ore, which is generally associated with the hornblende. The pyroxene is pale French grey 
in colour, faintly pleochroic, allotriomorphic, and traver ed by numerous cracks; the cleaYage is obscure, 
and the extinction angles range up to 44°. -In some instances there appears to be a paramorphic change 
to brown hornblende, but the hornblende has, for the most part, crystallized out after the olivine and augite ; 
extinction angles up to 10° \vere mea ured, and the pleohroism is extremel_1 strong. ranging from light 
brownish yellow to almost black. 

The Hampden Tufjs. 

The well bedded Hampden tuffs from different localities examined microscopically bear 
a strong likeness to one another. A specimen from Section XIX., parish of Colongulac, north
east of Lake Gnotuk, may be taken as a typical example. It consists, for the most part, of small, 
more or less rounded fragments of basaltic rocks of various textures, dispersed through a groundmass of 
fine decomposed volcanic dust. Some fragment are fine-grained and glassy olivine basalt containing angular 
grains of quartz, around which in polarized light a narrow '' reaction bord:r " c:tn be seen.. ::\lost of the 
rock fragments contain olivine, and vary from glassy forms to c?arse-gramed holocrysta~lm~ basalt: . In 
addition, there are scattered through the groundmas of volcamc dust fragments of d10pside, ohnne, 
felspar, hornblende, and quartz, all mor~ or less a?gul~r. The presence of th: quartz is pro\'ed ,beyond 
all doubt by its interference figure, and i_t was noticed m t_he .other tuffs e_xammed (see below). Some of 
the quartz grains enclose sender ro_ds, which do not t~ansmit hg_ht, and which cr~ss one another at angles 
of 60°, making a network like sagemte ; th~y may possibly be rutile. In ?ther specunen~ transparent pnsms 
were observed, which were probably apatite. The presence of quartz m these rock, is strange, unless it 
represents the shattered fragments of some of t_he ro?ks through which the volc_anic force~ broke du_ri?g 
the eruptive period, and from the natu~e of th: 111clus1.ons the parent rock was evidently of igneous on~m. 
Other s'.l.mples of Hampden tuff exammed m1croscop1calh· cai:ie. from the so11:th-~Yest c.o~·ner of the .>It. 
Elephant Quarter Sheet, and from ~It. Terang. They are _ve~,. similar~ but contam, m addit10~. a secon~ary 
mineral as veins and streaks around the larger fragments; it is yellow m colour and glas v lookm~, and gn-es 
low polarization colours and ~avy ex~inction, ~nd_is ?roba?ly a ze~lite. The ~e~o3it cover.ing the marsupi~l 
remains at Blind Creek, parish of Kilnoorat, is similar IDlcroscop1cally, but it IS uncertain whether this IS 

an original tuff or one that has been redeposited. 
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SCORIA AND BOMBS. 

The scoria from the cones generally consists of angular pieces of ve icular basalt of various izes. 
Under the microscope the b~ alt consists largely of brown glass, rendered rather opariue through the 
presence of very numerous mmute granules of iron ore, and in part iron- tained; through thi are scattered 
numerous small lath- haped microliths of fel par, which appears to be labradorite, though no nry atis
factory measurement were obtained. Augite occur as microlith and larger crv ta! , toaether with 
olivine. · 

0 

The bombs (PL 7) generally- consi t of an outer coating of imilar basalt, urrounding a nucleu 
of some other substance. The arrangement of concentric band of ve icle can be seen well in some of 
the micro-sections, but the following de criptions are confined to the nuclei. The e may be cla sified a 
(1) ultrabasic concretions consisting almost entirely of olivine and pyroxene ; thi i by far the mo t 
common type (2) Consisting of quartz and fel par; the e are rather rare. (3) ..:ingle cry tals; generally 
augite or a glassy felspar. ( 4) Pieces of sedimentary rock. 

(1) Ultrabasic concretions.- lice Io. 301, l\It. Noorat, is cut from a small bomb, the centre of 
which consist of a granular agaregate of green olivine and black pyroxene. -Under the microscope the 
most abundant mineral i een to be olivine. but the pyroxene is also plentiful. It is practically colourles . 
All the extinction angles mea ured on it were le than 10°, except one, which was 32°. This indicate 
that there is some augite or diop ide, but that most of the pyroxene is ome species with a lower extinction. 
There are some opaque black grain with sub-metallic lustre, which are probably chromite. Other bomb 
contain similar nuclei, composed of the same mineral , including the two varieties of pyroxene, but they 
often contain more or less picotite in grains which look as if they had been partly re-absorbed. 

No. 303, from the same locality, differs somewhat from the usual type. The bulk of it is formed of 
practically colourless _diopside~ and there are only a fe_w grains of oli,ine_. Plagiocla~e occ1:11's as al~otrio
morphic plates enclo mg _apa~ite rods and the other ~mera~. om~ of i~ hows twm ~me,_ but is not 
suitable for exact determmation. Patche of yellow i otrop1c matenal, with a low refractive mdex, occur 
in the spaces between the diopside grains; they show no sign of cleavage, and are ahrny uniformly 
coloured throughout, and in places are crow·ded by a ma of microliths of iron ore and fel pars, both very 
small. It is probably a gla s. 

(2) Quartz and Felspar.-Xo. 307, PL 15, i a small bomb with a white aranular nucleu , which is 
resolved into a granitic admixture of quartz and felspar under the micro cope. "ome of the fel par i 
unstriated or simply t\vinned, and appears to be orthocla e. The greater part, ho\Yever, consist. of 
plagiocla e, with rather fine striations of the albite and pericline types. A crystal cut perpendicular 
to the lamelhe gave ymmetrical extinctions of 5", but this i probably not approaching the maximum, 
since other cut nearly in the right direction gan extinction of about 19°. The plagiocla e may be 
oligocene or andesite.-Jit. Noorat. Bomb of thi type are not very plentiful, but somP "ere examined from 
Mt. Leura. 

(3) ingle lar~e Cr}-T tals.-::-A mall volcan_ic born~, w~ose nucleus i f?rmed of an angular piece of 
black au!ri.te, wa shced C~o. 30n) for rmcroscopic exammat10n. In the sect10n, one set of cleavages can 
be seen :nd the position of ob curation makes an angle of 33° v--ith the e. In parallel intergrowth with the 
augite is another colourle pyroxene, which can only be differentiated between crossed nicol . It form 
short and narrow bands with ragged outlines. and its po ition of extinction i not far from zero. There 
are also present within the augite a fev-· flakes of biotite and some brO\vn ba altic hornblende, whose 
cleavages are generally parallel to those of the augite, but wh'ich are not always orientated in the ame 
manner.-Mt. Noorat. 

(4) Sedimentary Rock .-A slice '\as cut from _a small b?mb who e centre i e"\ide_ntly an . angular 
piece of sedimentary rock (Xo. 30±.). l:Jnder t_he nncro cope it i- formed of a fine-grame~ argillaceous 
sandstone which appear to have uffered ...-ery little change-Mt. "oorat. In others the ed1mentary rock 
was rather coarser in texture. 

LOO 'E MINERAL I THE CORIA. 

L Felspar occurs very ?ommonly on most_ of the scoria cones, generally a cleavage :fragment . 
which range up to a couple of mch~s long! sometimes t~e:r ar_e partly surrounded by ba alt and more or 
less rounded. The material u ed rn making the ~nalys1 i given on page ~8. was_ all p_a:t of the arne 
individual crystal, which was tran paren~ and q?-1te free from .decay and v1 1ble 1mpunhe . The large 
amount of potassium and the_ mall quantity of_ lime show that_ it must be anor~hocla e, a_nd not, a might 
be expected, one of the pl~g1ocla e of th~ alb_1te-anortb1te en_es. Mr. Bayly, m d1_ cu 1~g thi _analysi , 
savs that the discrepancy m the summat10_n is due to the estimat10n of _the alkalies b_emg a little low, 
b~t that he is quite ur~ of great accuracy m the other figur~ . The alkalies w~re u~ ah_ factory o~~ to 
fusion during the analys1 , and there wa not suffi~1ent material ~eft ~o re~eat this e hmahon. D1 tnbutmg 
the error, then, between the K 2 0 ~nd the :N'a 2 0 1~ the p~oportion m wh1c~ the~· occur; an~ worhng out 
the molecular formuia, a very satisfactory re ult 1 obtamed ; for companson, an analysis by Penfield 
quoted by Dana from U.S. Geol. Surv., 7th Ann. Rept., p. 269, 1885-6 (1888), is computed in the same 
manner, 
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ANORTHOCLASE FROM MT. NooRAT. 

%· :Uolecular Proportions. Orth. Al bite. Remainder. 

Si02 66.23 1.10± 1, 104: 23i 86i + 6 
Al203 19.97 0.196 \ 199 39 lH 16 Fe2 0 3 0.49 0.003f + 
MgO 0.17 0.00±\ 13 13 Cao .. I 0.50 0.009) + 
.r a 2 0 .. , 8.91 0.144 14± 144: 
K 20 

.. I 
3 .71 0.039 39 39 

H 2 0 .. 0.02 

I 100.00 39 144 

AXORTHOCLASE FRmI OBSIDIAN CLIFF, U.S.A. 

%- :Uolecular Proportions. Orth. Albite. Remainder. 

Si0 2 67 .53 1.126 1,126 324 810 - 8 
Al203 17.99 0.176} 180 54 135 9 
Fe20 3 0.60 0.004 
Cao 0.09 0.002 2 + 2 
Na20 8.36 0.135 135 135 
K 2 0 5.08 0.054 54 5i 

99.65 54 135 

The analysis of the :J1t. Noorat specimen sho"\\s that orthoclase and albite molecules occur in the 
proportion Or : .Ab. :: 1 : 3.7. Taking the lime into account, the composition of the felspar is approxi
mately Or6'.>Ab 24An· or (OrA.b ~, . .,.An.. Its optical properties were determined on cleavage plates 
parallel to (001) and (010) . The refractive index is close to that of orthoclase, and the acute bisectrix 
emerges nearly perpendicular to (010). The extinction on (001) is 5°, and on (010), 7°; the thicker parts 
of the cleavage plates parallel to (001) do not give any proper extinction, but remain more or less bright 
in all positions bet"een crossed nicols. The thin edges, however, give a well-marked position of obscuration. 
There are some fine twin strire on (001), but they are rather obscure. Other loose felspar fragments from 
Mt. Leura and other cones haYe similar optical properties, and are consequently anorthoclase. 

The occurrence of this fel par. in tead of one of the lime-soda species, is rather remarkable; the 
best known group of Yictorian rock in which anorthoclase has been determined are the Macedon series.* 
The presence of this felspar strengthen the hypothesis suggested by the finding of ejected blocks of essexite, 
that there is some connexion between the volcanic rocks of the }facedon series ( dacites, solvsbergites, &c.) 
and the Western District basalts. • 'ome of the unstriated felspars in the basalts and fragmentary rocks 
described may also be anorthoclase. Should any genetic connexion exist between these basalts and the 
Macedon series, the latter cannot be of any very great antiquity. 

2. Olivine.-This mineral generally occurs as a coarsely granular aggregate, mixed with other ferro 
magnesian minerals, either with or "ithout an exterior coating of basalt. These nodules are either red or 
green; the colour depends on what minerals are present, and the extent to which "\\eathering has taken 
place. At Mt. Terang, among the fine scoria exposed in a quarry close to that shown in Pl. 5, Fig. 2, and 
in a road-cutting near the top of the hill, there are many very beautiful, though small, olivine crystals. 
They are either simple forms or consist of groups of parallel growths, and are generally about t inch long. 
The planes noted were the pinacoids (010) and (001), the prisms (llO) and (120), and the domes (101), (Oll), 
and (021). They are ometimes flattened parallel to (010). The faces of the crystals are bright, but have 
generally been more or less altered by w.eathering. This makes it difficult t~ obtain satisfactory readings 
mth the reflecting goniometer; the angles measured, however, closely approxrmated to those of chrysolite. 
The colour is greenish yellow. On analysis they were found to contain 15.80 per cent. of FeO, so that 
they are the species chrysolite. Before the blowpipe, minute pieces fuse with great difficulty and give 
good reactions for iron mth the fluxes . Its specific gravity is 3.486 at 4° c. 

3. Pyroxene.-With the olivine crystals just mentioned, there are found small bright cry tals of 
black pyroxene. The three pinacoids (100). (010), and (001), the prism (llO), the }Jyramid (lll), and the 
domes (Oll) and (101) were observed, and doubtless other faces would be noticed if a larger amount of 
material were examined. The prisms are generally short and stout, but they are sometimes long in 
comparison to their thickness. In ome cases twinned forms were noticed, and in others the distribution 
of the pyramid faces suggests that the mineral may possibly be a triclinic pyroxene, and not one of the 
usual monoclinic forms. 

• &u• :r, w. Orcsory, rroo. :R-Oy, Soo., Tiet .. Vol. gxv,, n.e., aoo, p, 185, 
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--::--.. ---.. ---.. ---.. -,- .. -1- .. ---.. ---.. ---.. ---.. -. . . I 
_____________________ , ___________ _ 
100.1.5 100.19 99.60 100.36 99.92 100.24 100.16 100.36 99.71 99.91 100.00 J 98. 1 Total 
------------------------------------

2.90 2.86.'i :un9 2.922 2.797 2.895 2.n22 2.914 2.959 2.902 
1

2.60 ..,p. Gr. 

l. E exite (Alkali Gabbro) : ejected block, north end of Lake Bullenmerri. Camperdown. ,_ee 
p. :23 and Pl . 13 and U. Rock ,'lice ~·o . 1:288 and 1307; anal:rnis b: }Ir. A.G. Hall (Xo. 3±7). 

2. Essexite (Albli Gabbro) : ejected block, north end of Lake Bullenmerri, Camperdown. 10ee 
p. 2± and Pl. 1±, Fig. :2. Slice Xo. 1289: anal:vsis by }Ir. A. G. Hall (Xo. 3±8). 

3. Es exite; Salem Keck E.; ex Count.., }la ., l".8.A. Anal> i bv H. 8. \Yashington. Journ. 
of Geology, Yol. YII.. 1896. p. 37. Original an~ly::.i of t;·pe pecimen. · · 

±. Earlier Basalt.-Quarry, Camperdown-Terang road, near Allotment XY., pari h of }farida 
Yallock. See p. :21 and Pl. 8, Fig. :2. .._'lice X o. 1312 : analy is by }Ir. A. G. Hall (X o. 623). 

5. Earlier Basalt.-Quarry on east hore of Lake Terang. ~ee p. 21 and Pl. 9. Fig. l. "'lice Xo. 
1292; analysis b: }Ir. A. A. Topp (~·o. 351). 

6. Earlier Ba alt.-Xear Kolora, north-\wst of }It. ~Toorat. ...,ee p. 22 and Pl. , FilY. 1. Slice 
:N"o. 1311; analy is by }Ir. A. G. Hall (Xo. 622). 

7. Earlier BasJ.lt.-H.H\'e5"s Well (uppermo' t fl.ow), allotment :X::STI., pari h of Colongulac. 
Seep. 21 and Pl. 10, Fig. 2. . lice Xo. 1313; amly i by :Jir. A.. G. Hall (Xo. 62±). 

8. Later Basalt.-Quarry. near summit of }It. Terang. See p. :23 and Pl. 11, Fig. 1. Slice Xo. 
1290; analy is by :.\Ir. A. A . Topp (Xo. 3±9). 

9. Later Basalt.-Quarry immediately west of Camperdom1 Show Ground. , ee p. 2:2 and PL 11. 
Fig. 2. Slice Xo. 1291; analy is by }Ir. A. G. Hall (."o. 350). 

10. Average compo ition of the ix basalts mentione.d aboYe. 
11. Average of 161 anal;·. e' of typi~al ba alts (largel: olivine-bearing) from rnnou· localities. 

R. A.. Daly, J ourn. of Geology, Yol. ]f.YI., 1908, p. ±09. 

1:2. Anorthocla e.-. coria pits. )It. Xoorat. ~ee p. 26. :-;!ice, Xo . 131±. 1315. and 1316; analy i 
l>y }Ir . .-\. G. Hall (-To. 60:!). 

~TOTES O~T THE .-LTA.LY.'K'. 

}Ir. P. G. \Y. Bayl:·. A.S . A.~.}I., Gonrnment }Ietallurgica1 C'hemi, t. hac; supplied the following 
notes on the anal:ses, \Yhich were made under his upen·ision :-

The analys?s were made on the line indicated in Dr. 'ir. F. Hillebrand's publication, Bull. 305, 
Geol. Sun-., l:'.S.A., with modificati01r which han pro,·ed afrfactory, and mo t of which are referred 
to below. According to the usual practice follo,wd in the Geological .'::'tu>e> Laboratorv. the anah· i 
of each rock Ka made quite independently by two analyst·. }Ie,;r. A. G. Hall and A. A. Topp. The 
;esults were critically examined and compared, and the best analy i decided upon. 

In t~e epar~ti?n ?f mangane,_e the _basic_ acetate method ,~·a :1sed by } r. Hall, Khile }Ir. Topp 
~1 ed the tnple prcc1p1tahon by alum1m, d1ssolnn~ the l.i t time m mtnc acid. ·when the result were 
compar'u it \rn:> fou!ld that thP Yaria~ion between the t\rn ·et· of fi~tues for m:rngane. e ·wa nn- small, 
the gre'.lte.;t differenc bein2 0.0± per cent. highrr in one instance for the acetate method; in another ca e 
the result by the same methocl wa' 0.03 per cent. lol\·er. The re ult.; indicate that, even for uch hiO'hlv 
ba ic rocks as these, the triple precipitation method for determining mangane e i quite ati factorv. be ide 
being much cleaner and safer for the important ~lumina-iron determination. · 
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Inuoriue was determined only in the case of No. 1 in the above table; the method of Berzelius was 
ad~pted. I t is very long for so small an amount of fluorine (0.08 per cent.), and this result may be ~gh, 
as it rn more than ':'ould be required if all the phosphoric mineral in the rock ·wern fluor-apatite. Fluorm~, 
ac.cording to \Vashmgton, ·'is an essential constituent of most apatite, and, as an integral part of this 
mmeral, is almo t univer ally present. It occurs also in biotites and other micas, and in some hornblende 
and au~ite." The rock contains all these minerals, and the fluorine figure may be thus accounted for. 
On heatmg the final precipitate, CaF 2 , with sulphuric acid, strong fumes of hydrofluoric acid wei:e observed. 
Although not determined, this element is probably present in the other rocks. 

Chromium was determined in the case of one coarse and one fine-grained ba alt ; the colorimeter 
method was used. The other rncks would probably also be found to contain chromium. 

Combined w-ater.-Thc method used was described bv me in the Eleventh Report of the Australian 
Assn. Adv. Sci., Adelaide, 1907, p. 330; in this method the.loss on ignition is corrected by a determination 
of the ferrous iron after heating. The results have been shown to be entirely satisfactory. 

In the case of No. 12, the rather low summation is due under-estimation of the alkalies owing to 
fusion during the analysis. There was not uffi.cient to repeat this portion, but the error indicated may 
be regarded as in the alkalies, the other aeterminations in duplicate being very satisfactory. 

The specific gravity was determined by the follo"·ing method, described by Hillebrand, Bull. 305, 
Geol. Surv., U.S.A., pp. 39, 40 :-

1. Specimen suspended in water, boiled, cooled, and weighed in water of known temperature. 
2. Wire remo...-ed and weighed while immersed equally in same w-ater. 
3. Rock dried at ll0° C .. and after atmospheric cooling for some hours, weighed till constant. 
4. Specific gravity calculated at ± ° C. 

MI~ERAL. 

Analcite 
Apatite .. 

Am phi boles 

Biotite 

Calcite 

Chromite .. 

Felspars . . 

Garnet 

I ddingsite 
Ilmenite .. 

Limonite 

Magnetite 
Olivine 

Picotite . . 

P yroxenes 

LIST OF :MI JERALS F01JND IN THE CAUPERDOW~ DISTRICT. 

RE~IARKS. 

Occurs as an original rock-forming mineral in the essexite. 
Fairlv abundant as a rock-forming mineral iu the esse2..-ite ; present but not 

co11spiouous in the basalts and fr'agmental rocks. 
Basaltic hornblende occurs as cleavage flakes in the Hampdeu tuffs, and is especially 

common near Lake Gnotuk : as partly fused rounded pieces amongst the 
coria ; as a rock-forming mineral in essexite and associated l'jected blocks ; 

ancl in some of the bombs from the scoria cones ; not found in the basalt of the 
lava flows. A variet>·· which is probably barkei-ikite, was noticP.c! as a rock
forming mineral in some of the basic ejected blocks from the Hampden tuffs. 

I n es~exite and some associated rocks from the Hampden tuffs. not common ; 
enclosed in a large augite crystal forming the nucleus of a bomb: not found in 
the basalts. 

In the marine cainozoic: rocks, generally as fossil shells, &c. ; as veins and patches 
in decomposed basalt. 

Some small black grains with sub-metallic lustre found in the nuclei of some bombs 
are probably chromite. 

Orthoclase. in essexite and as ociated with quartz and plagiocla e in certain bombs ; 
anortlwclase. loose fragments. generally clear and glassy, but sometimes opaque, 
in the scoria (especially at :;\It. ~oorat and :Jit. Leura); also possibly as a rock
forming mineral in the basalts; oli.7oclase or andesine, in small quantities in the 
basalts and other felspar-bearing rocks and associated with quartz and orthoclase 
in certain bombs ; labradorite, the principal constituent of most of the basalts, 
and in essexite ; lrytownite, in some of the basalts. 

In some of the ejected basic rocks in the Hampden tuffs, and in the sand forming 
the beach of Lake Bullenmerri. It is always the pink Yariety. 

In many of the basalts as an alteration product from olivine. 
Skeleton crystals and rod-like forms common in the basalts; tabular crystals occur 

in the vesicles of some of these rocks. 
Abundant as concretions forming'· buckshot gravel" ; also as a coating ou weathered 

basalt. 
Small cubic crystals and grain abundant in the basalts. 
Abw1dant in practically all the igneous rocks of the district; gemr;:..lly as scattered 

grains or crystals, but occasionally occurs as granular masses :Uthe basalt up to 
1 foot across ; forms the major part of many of the ejected block' a.nd bombs ; 
abundant grains in the beach-sand of Lake Bullenmerri. Beautiful though small 
crystals in the scoria of Mt. Terang; these contain 15.80 per cent. FeO, and are 
the species chrysolite. Blowpipe tests of specimens from various localities all 
indicated the same varietv of olivine. 

A few grains occur in the efected blocks of basalt from the Hampden tuffs and in 
the " oliYine bombs." 

The pyroxenes are very plentiful. Enstatite or hypersthene occurs in the bombs 
and ejected blocks. Purplish-brown augite is the most abundant member of th~ 
group, and occurs in all the basalts, in the essexite, &c.; the colourless variety 
appears to be confined to some of the latest flows. Diopside occurs in the 
bombs and ejected blocks; it is sometimes traversed by narrow twin striae 
parallel to (001) . Also found in the sand at Lake Bullenmerri. Some soda 
augite is found in the essexite. Well preserved crystals of pyroxene are found 
in the scoria of Mt. Terang. 
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Rarely in the basalt as grains surrounded by a "reaction border" ; with ~elspar 
in the nuclei of certain bombs; as grains in the Hampden tuffs ; occasionally 
as pebbles in nlt. Emu Creek: chipped flakes on Mt. Noorat, &c., where they have 
eYidentlv been carried by natiYes. 

The netw~rk of lender rods crossing one another at angles of 60 degrees in quartz 
grain · in the Hampden tuffs are probabl}T rutile. 

In ba alt a au alteration product of olivine. 

WORK' U 'ED I THE PREPARATION OF THIS REPORT. 

o comprehensi\·e geological description has yet been given of any particular area in the Western 
District, nor has any detaile<l map been published, probably because the wealth of this part of Victoria 
lies in its pastoral and agricultiual richness, and because no gold mining has been attempted in the past 
or is likely to be tried in the future . The gold-bearing rocks are far below the surface, and even the depth 
at which they are likely to be found is quite unknown. The only geological maps dealing with the area are 
sketch maps of \ ictoria on a small scale (1 inch to 8 miles or mailer), or others of quite small areas, 
such as Tower Hill, Koroit. 

The following list of works referring to the area under review or having a direct bearing on the 
problems which have to be faced there, makes no pretence at being an exhaustiYe bibliography of the 
district, and is merely a list of books and papers which have been examined during the preparation of the 
report. The descriptions gi,·en and theories advanced have been carefully considered and in some instance 
discussed. 

The names of the authors are given alphabetically, and when more than one work is mentioned, the 
earliest publication is placed first :-

Aplin, C. D'Oyly H. See Selwyn. 
Atkinson, J. A. "A Locality List of all the Minerals hitherto recorded from Victoria." Proc. 

Roy. Soc., Viet., Vol. IX., n.s. Melbourne, 1897. 
Chamberlin, Thomas C., and Salisbury, Rollin D. " Geology," 3 vols. London, 1905. 
Chapman, Frederick. See J utson. 
Darwin, Charles. "Geological Observations on Volcanic Islands, 'vith Brief Notices on the 

Geology of Australia and the Cape of Good Hope." London, 1844. 
Dennant, J. "Notes on the Igneous Rocks of South-Western Victoria." Report of the 

Australian Association for the Advancement of Science. Vol. V. 1893. 
Dennant, J., and Kitson. "Catalogue of the Described Species of Fossils (except Bryozoa and 

Foraminifera) in the Cainozoic Strata of Victoria, South Australia, and Tasmania." 
Rec. Geol. Surv., Viet., Vol. I., Pl. 2. 1903. 

Etheridge, Robert. See Selwyn. 
Geikie, Sir Archibald. " Text-book of Geology.'~ 4th edition, 2 vols. London, 1903. 
Gregory, J. W. "The Geography of Victoria: Historical, Physical, and Political," 

Melbourne, 1903. 
Hall, T. S. "Note on the Deposition of Bedded Tuffs." Proc. Roy. Soc., Viet., XX., n.s., 

Pt. 1. 1907. 
Hall, T. S., and Pritchard, G. B. Proc. Roy. Soc., Viet., Vol. VI., n.s. 1894. 
Hart, T. S.-

" Notes on a Visit to Tower Hill, Koroit." Victorian Naturalist, Vol. XVII. Melbourne, 
1901. 

"The Tuffs of Lake Burrumbete." Ibid., Vol. XVII. 
Howitt, A. M.-" Report on the Parish of Kuruc-a-ruc." Mon. Prog. Rept. Geol. Surv., No. 

10, pp. 13-14. 1900. 
Howitt, A. W.-" On Oligoclase Felspar from Mount Anakies in Victoria." Aust. Assn. 

Adv. Science, Vol. VII. 1898. 
Hunter, Stanley B. "The Pitfield Plains Gold-field." Spec. Rept. Dept. Mines. 1901. 
Jutson, J. T. "Notes on the Volcanic Hi tory of Mount Shadw·ell, Victoria"; with an 

Appendix by F. Chapman, A.L. '., on "Some Rocks and Minerals from the Locality." 
Victorian Naturalist, Vol. XXII., 1905. 

Kitson, A. G. See Dennant. 
Pritchard, G. B. See Hall, T. S. 
Pritchard, G. B. " On the Present State of our Knowledge of the Older Tertiaries of Austra

lasia." Aust. Assn. Adv. Science, Vol. VI. 1895. 
, alisbury, Rollin D. See Chamberlin. 
Smyth, R. Brough-

" On the Extinct Volcanoes of Victoria, Au tralia." Quart. .J ourn. Geol. Society, 
Vol. XIV. London, 1858. 

"The Gold-fields and Mineral Districts of Victoria." pp. vi. + 644. Melbourne, 1869. 
"Mining and :'.\Iineral 'fatistics : with Notes on the Rock Formations of Victoria; to 

which is added a 'ketch of the ew Geological Map of Victoria." Melbourne, 1872. 
"A Descriptive Catalogue of Rocks, }finerals, and Fossils illu trative of the Geology, 

}1ineralogy, and Mining Resources of Victoria, Australia.'' Melbourne-Philadelphia 
International Exhibition, 1876. 

Selwyn, Alfred R. C.; Ulrich, George H. F.; Aplin, C. D'Oyly H.; Etheridge, Robert; and 
Taylor, Norman. "A De criptive Catalogue of the Rock Specimens and Minerals in the 
National Museum collected by the Geological Survey of Victoria, with Explanatory Notes 
on their Nature and Mode of Occurrence." Melbourne, 1868. 
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Selwyn, Alfred R. C.-
" Report of the Geological Surveyqr on the Geological Structure of the Colony of Victoria, 

with Plans and Sections." Parliamentary Papers, Victoria, 1855-6, Vol. II., Pt. 1, 
No. 108A. Melbourne, 1856. 

"Notes on the Geology of Victoria." Quart. Journ. Geol. Soc., Vol. XVI. London, 
1859. 

Selwyn, Alfred R. C., and Ulrich, George H.F. "Notes on the Physical Geography, Geology, 
and Mineralogy of Victoria." Intercolonial Exhibition Essays. Melbourne, 1866. 

Taylor, Norman. See Selwyn. 
Ulrich, George H. F. See Selwyn. 
Ulrich, George H . F. "Contributions to the Mineralogy of Victoria." pp. 32. Melbourne, 1870. 
Walcott, R. H. "Additions and Corrections to the Census of Victorian Minerals." Proc. 

Roy. Soc., Viet., Vol. XIII., n.s., Pt. 2. Melbourne, 1901. 
Woods, Rev . J. E. Tenison. "The Geology of Portland:" Two Lectures delivered in Portland, 

10th and 13th Feb., 1865. Portland, 1865. 
Wathen, George Henry-

" On the Gold-fields of Victoria or Port Phillip." Quart. J oum. Geol. Soc., Vol. IX., 
1853. London, 1854. 

" The Golden Colonv, or Victoria in 1854, with Remarks on the Geology of the 
Australian Gold-fields." London, 1855. 
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DESCRIPTION OF PL.ATES. 

Pl. 1.-Plan and section of Lakes Bullenmeni and Gnotuk, near Camperdo\\·n. 
Pl. 2.-:\It. Leura, Camperdown. from the crest of the hills surrounding Lake Bullenruerri. '.L'he crescent -shaped northem 

portion of the original crater rim is Yery distinct, a well as the cone "·hich was built up when the outhern 
part of the 1im was destroyed. The distant hill on the left is :IIt. \Yiridgil, and that on the ught :IIt. Porndon. 

Pl. 3, Fig. 1.-._'ection of the Hampden tulfa exposed in the scarp urrounding Lake Keilambete; illustrates the well
bedded horizontal tuffs. 

Fig. :?.~Section of the Hampden tuffs exposed in a road-cutting on the north-east inner slope of Lake Bullenmeni, 
near the Camperdown Park; tuffs tilted at a steep angle, well bedded, and enclosing ejected blocks. 

PL 4, Ficr. !.-Another part of the ·ame section. sho"ino- a laro-e ma of fossiliferous marl of Cainozoic age, in the Hampden 
0 

tuffs. It is 70 feet abO\-e the lake surface. ~nd is 
0

an ejected block, or possibly a part of the irregular surface 
of the floor on "-hich the tuffs rest. · 

Fig. 2.--Section on continuation of same road, \\·e t inner slope of Lake Bullenmerri; expose scoria (.i.) overhin 
by the HHnpd n tuff, (B} wit h \l·hic.1 is interbedded a light-c oloured stratum (c) that appears to be an 2.noent 
s ii. •. \JI he b~c's 1lip west at a hunt 12°. 

PL 5, Fig. 1.-Raihrny cutting. Camperdown to Tim boon line, about :} mile west of Lake Bullenmerri; Hampden tuffs 
dipping west,rnrd towards towards the obse1Ter, and resting on an old soil containing ill presen·ed plant 
remains. 

Fig. :?.-Basalt flow resting conformably on the Hampdea tuffs; quarry near top of ::\It. Terang. 
PL 6.-Small basalt talactites from cavities beneath the ]a,·a flow shown in PL 5, Fig. 2; about natural >ize. 
PL 7.-Typical ·rnlcanic bombs from the scoria pits. )It. Xoorat; about natural size. , mall specimens were cho e::i for 

com·enience of illustration. lmt similar bombs range up to senral feet in length. One has been sliced across 
to show the nucleus of granular oliYine and the concenttic arrangement of the ve ides in the ba alt coating. 

PL 8, Fig. 1.-Ba alt, near Kolora. north-\\·est of )It. Xoorat, x 48, ordinary light. lice Xo. 1311, analysis Ko. 6. A 
holocrystalline, moderately course-grained ba alt. consistino- of lath-shaped plagioclases (\l·hite), and another 
felspar of irregular shape. oli1·i ,1 ~. augite and titanifercm i on. The greater part of the right hand half of the 
slice is occupied by oli ,ine in large phenocrysts surrounded by a 1lark border, due to incipient decomposition. 
Augite is mall and not very plentiful. The iron ores occur a grains and elongated pieces, but in the photo
graph are largely indistinguishable from decompo eel oli,-ine (iddingsite), which appears black, though really 
it is deep red-brown. The holes through the slice are due to team cavities in the rock. 

Fig. 2.-Ba alt; quarry on the Camperdown.Terang road, near .Allotment XY., parish of 1\Iarida Yallock; x 48, 
ordinary light. Slice Xo. 1312, analysis Xo. 4. A coarse-grained basalt composed of the same minerals. The 
oli,-ine is almost completely altered to iddingsite, which appears in the photograph a a wide black band surround
ing an unaltered core. The elongated iron ores are noticeable, and there are se1·eral steam cavitie . 

PL 9, Fig. 1.-Ba alt; quarry on east shore of Lake Terang; x 48, ordinary light. Slice No. 1202, analy is Xo . .5. The 
same mineral composition, but \\ith ophitic tructure. The augite is deYeloped a large plates, which enclo e 
ome of the felspars ; the large black patches are oli,·ine altered to iddingsite. Rather -ve icular. 

Fig. 2.-Basalt; Brennan's "Tell, Allotment III., 1.5. parish of Glenormi ton, 101Yest flow at 90 feet from the surface; 
x 24, ordinary light. The bulk of th!l rock i composed of colourle s felspar; the augite is granular or forms 
small prisms; the oliYine is almost entirely altered to serpentine. 

PL 10, Fig. !.-Basalt; Han-ey·s Well, .Allotment XXYI., pari h of Kilnoorat, about~ mile north of Lake Gnotuk, second 
flow from surface; x 24. ordinary light. , -ery roar e-grained, "ith ophitic structure and extreme de,·elopment 
of ilmenite in hexagonal crystals flattened parallel to the base, which appear like rods in ection. The rock 
contain no oli,·inc. 

Fig. 2.-Basalt; Han-ey· Well; uppermost flow; x 48, ordinary light. Slice Xo. 1313, analysis Ko. 7. For 
comparison with Fig. 1, which immediately underlies it and which is magnified only half the amount. A fine. 
grained basalt; the larger crystals ars oli,·ine. . 

PL 11, Fig. !.-Basalt; quarry on top of :IIt. Terang shown in PL 3, Fig. 2; x 24, ordinary light. ,_lice :No. 1290, analysis 
Xo. 8. The ame mineral composition ; the fine groundmass consists of glass with small augites and iron ores, 
through thi- are scattered felspar laths and crystals of oli,-ine surrounded by a narrow zone of incipient decom
position, which appears dark in the photograph. The colourless patches are steam cavities. 

Fig. 2.-Basalt; quarry immediately west of the Camperdown "'how Ground ; x 48, ordinary light. Slice Xo. 
1291, analysis No. 9. The fine-grained groundma s consists of augite and iron ores. The larger crystal near 
the top of the figure i- augite. 

PL 12, Fig. 1.-Hampden Tuff; Allotment XIX .. parish of Colongulac, near Lake Gnotuk : x 24. Rhows the typical 
cla tic tructure of these tuffs ; the dark portions are fragment of dense, fine-grained, ve icular basalt ; the 
li<?hter coloured portions are formed of more or Jes. decomposed ,-olcanic dust. 

Fig. 2.-Ejected block, Lake Gnotuk: x 24, polarized light. , lice :No. 311. A mosaic of grains of olinne 11ith 
a fe,y cracks, and augite 11ith well-marked cleaYage, and a little felspar. 

PL 13, Fig. 1.-Essexite; ejected block, north end of Lake Bullenmerri; x 36, ordinary light. lice Xo. 1288, analy is 
TO . 1. 

Fig. 2.-Same portion of same slice; polarized light. The two photograph are gi,·en in order to show all the 
minerals, which are as follows :-(a) lath-shaped felspars, colourless in Fig. l, but \\ith twinning shown in Fig. 2, 
in which the outer untwinned zone of orthoclase can al o be distinguished: (b) analcite, the mineral which 
forms the white area near the centre of Fig. 1, and the corre ponding black area in Fig. 2; (c) augite occurs 
a large plates, which inclose fel par hiths: (d) oliYine, a large grains is cut by the circumference in the lower 
left-hand quadrant: (e) apatite, slender rod be t seen in Fig. 1; (/} iron ores, generally elongated forms, black 
in both Fig. 1 and Fig. 2. 

PL 14, Fig. 1.-Essexite; a slice from the same rock stained to bring out the structure of the analcite ; x 36. ordinary 
light. A piece of analcite near the centre has absorbed the stain in such a way as to how its crystal outline, 
and that it consists of layers or zones, which offer -various resi tance to the action of dilute hydrochloric acid. 

Fig. 2.-Es exite; a finer-grained Yariety from the same locality; x 36, polarized light. Slice No. 1289, analy is 
Xo. 2. Same mineral contents. 

PL 1.5. - Xucleus of a bomb; :Jit. Xoorat; x 24, polarized light. lice No. 307. Tli.i is one of the less common types; 
it consists of felspar and quartz. :Jiost of the felspar is plagiocla e with rather fine twin trire, some is untwinned. 
The rest of the rock is quartz. Both mineralR are allotriomorphic. 

By Authcrity: J. KEMP, Government Printer, Melbourne, 
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Geological Survey of Victoria, Memoir No. 9. PLATE 2. 

, 

MOUNT LEUR.\, C.UfPl':RDOWN. 



Geological Surrey of T'ictor ia, Memoir Xo. ~. PLATE 3. 

FIG. i.-(LIFF F UR)!ED OF THE H .D!PDE:" Tt:FFS , L.-l~E KEILA)IBETE. 

FIG 2.-ROAD-CVTTl:"G, L.-1KE Bl"l.LE:")!ERRl. 



(Jr·ologil-ol , 'arrey of l"iclorio. JI, 111oir So. !I. 

B 

Frr;. 1.-Fos ILIFEROL·s T~;RTI\RY J ,DJLTLJ:w (_.\) I:\" BEDDED TLFF (B); RnAD-ClTTIC'G, LH~E BLLLE:\")!ERRl. 

B 

c 

Fir;. 2.-THE Hn1Pm::--- TLFF (B) OYERLY!:\"G AGGLmlER.HF. (A). THE LIGHT-C'(lLOLRED BED (C) I S POSSIBU- AN 

A:"C!E:\"T • OIL ROAD-CLTir:---G, L\KE Bn.LE:")lERRL 



Geological Surrey of r ictvri(t. M emoir Xo. 9. 

FIG. I. - HA)!PDEX Tl'FFS RESTIXG ox AX AXCIEXT SOIL Cox nIXIXG OBSCl'RE PLAXT RD!AIXS. 

'.\LIRJ.:S THE )l'XCT!OX, RAIL\\'A\' Cl'TTIXG, \YE ST OF LAKE Bl'LLEX)fERRI. 

PLA'£E 5. 

THE HA)D!ER 

Frc. 2.-Qt:ARRY, M OL'XT TERAXG. THIX ll 's \LT Ff.O\\'S RE TIXG COXFQR)!ABL\' OX BEDDED TCFFS . 
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BASALJ' STALACTITES . \I Ou:S r TERA.'I G. ABOLT NATGRAl SIZE: . 



[;eological S11rrry of J"ictorio, Jlemoir ::u. !J . PLATE "i. 

:\Inr:-;r ~OORAT. ABOrT X HL"RAL SrzE. 



Uwlouical Suri'<'!J u/ l 'iclori11, Jlcnw ir .\ u. !I. l'LA'l'E 8. 

Ii. J. Cra;1so11, l'lwlo·111icro. x .;S, Ord. T..iglil. x -18, Ord. liglit. 

FIG. r. - BA SALT: NEAR KuLURA, NORTH-WEST OF MOUNT OUl!AT. FIG. 2.-Jl I S. \LT: QUAlUlY ON A~IPEJ!DO\VN-TEl!ANG H.OAD, NK IR ALLOT. XV., l'AIUSll OF l\ll .\IUDA-YALLOCK. 



r:eological Survey of Victoria, Memoir No . 9. PLATE 9. 

1-1. J. Grayso11, P/l()to-micr(I. x .;1', Ord. T,iglil. x 2.;, Ord. Dght. 

FIG. 1. - JJ.\ , \l.T: QL' \IWY ()~ l•:. \S'I SHOll!C OF LAKE TER.\ NG . 
FLG. 2 .-13 \ S \IT: llRJ'::-11\Eli'S \\"r:IL, r\l.TCIT. lIJ ., 15, PARISH OF GLENOR~!ISTON. 



Gcolo [/i cal Sitrt'<' !I o.f l 'i clo r io, M r llloi r A'o . fl . 

x .J/, Ord. I ig li t. 

i • r c . 1. - Tl1 .11.T : lJ 11n 1·:Y's \\ 1·:1 1., • \ 1.1 oT. x::.-. \· 1., I ' 11ns11 m K U.NO OR IT, S 1,coxD F i.ow 1' RO\! 

n rn St·1nAn .. 

x 21 , Ord. I iglit. 

F H; . 2. H 1s 11 T: ll 1111 1·:1':, \\· 1,r r , .A1 r OT. XX \ ' l. , l' .1Ht 11 oF K rr 1\00R.IT, l 'PPrn\1UST F1.ow. 



Gcoloyicol Sun·cy of l 'ictoria . Jl! c111oir Xo. ~l. 
T'L.\ 'l'Ji; 11. 

11. /. Grayson, l'hoto-111icro. x .!/, Ord. 1 iglll. x -1S, Ord. light. 

Fi r .. 2. Jl1s11T: Qc11rny nD1E1>l.ITH1 \Y~sr oic ('1) rP~:ll DO\Y:\ Snow GROUNDS. 



Geological Survey of Ficloria, i!f c111oir No. !l. PLA'l'E J 2. 

JI. J. CraJ1so11, !'lioto-micro. x 2J, Ord. ! .iglit. x 2.J, P ol. Ligllt. 

l'!G. i.-llAMPDl>N TUFF: ALLOT. XIX., l'ARISH OF COLON (;UL.IC, 1 " .IH LIKO: GNO'l'UK. FIG. 2.-l'~;l!IDOTJ'J'I( (LlllWZOL!TE) EJECTED lJLOCK FRO~! TllE H .H!PDO:N TUFFS, LAKE GNOTUK. 



Orologir·11/ S1!l'1 'r !/ oj' I 'irlurio, Al r· 1110ir No. !l. l'i .. \'rn 13. 

x :;f>, Ord. I iglil. x 3n, T'ol. I iglil. 
r-:,. 
~ FIG. r.-Ess1,x1 rn: E J E<'T1rn 13 1 ocK, No1nu END OF LAK1': Jlu1.L1c:\ WcH1u, JN 0RlllN IRY LIGHT. l'lG . 2. TUE SAMJ,; POll'J.'!ON OF THE SAME SLICE IN p 0 1 IRJz1rn LIGHT. 



(it?ofot/i('(I/ olll'l'<'.1/ o/ l ' ictori•1, Alc111oir No . !l. Pr,A'rE 14. 

H. /. Grayson, Plwto-111icro. X 36, Ord. !..igltt. x 36, l'ol. 1-iglit. 
,, 

Frc. i.-EssExni:: : Ep;c·nm BLOCK, NO!!TH END OF LAKE Jl u1 I.EN ~11m1n. T1u:AT1w w1T11 Dll .un; Aero Fie;. 2.-E ss ExITE: EJ1"cTim BLOCK, N ORTH END OF LAKE Bu1.1.EN ~m1uu. 
AND STAINED TU Ul!T NG OUT THE STRUCTUllE . 
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H. J. Grayson, Photo-micro. x 2+, Pol. Light. 

Keer.EC. OF A BOlffi: :'.1-fOl'XT NOORAT. 


